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FOREWORI)

he Philadelphia Section of the lnstitute of Electrical and Elec-

ic Engineers (IEEE) celebrated its incorporation of 100 yea

during 2003. The Philadelphia Section is part of a proud engi

tradition, starling with Benjamin Franklin, a founding father of our nation, intro-

duced electricity to Philadelphia in the 1740's with an electric machine. machine

was sent from England to the Library Company for Franklin and three associates to

investigate electricity. This research was initiated during the winter of 1746-47. The

results of the ingenious experiments and devices were described in letters sent back to

England where, in 1751, the letters were collected as "Experiments and Observations

on Electricity."

ln 1752, Franklin conducted his famous kite and key in a thunderstorm experiment,

which led to his invention of the practical lighting rod. Perhaps less known is his

creation of such electrical terms as battery, conductor, positive, negative, armature

and condenser. Benjamin Franklin could be considered the first Electrical Engineer

in the colonies, and thus in the Nation. He also can be credited with initiating the

proud heritage of the Electrical, Electronic, and Computer lndustry in Philadelphia

and the Delaware Valley.
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IEEE AND TIIE PHILADETPHIA SECTION

- Purpose And A Historical Sketch -
lnstitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, lnc. is the

s largest engineering society for men and women with a

current membership of over 35O,OOO members. EleCtriCal engi'

neering began as an organized profession in the United States when the

changes in our industrial, economic and social life, highlighted by the striking

advances in electrical science, culminated in the lnternational exhibition held

in Philadelphia in the fall of 1884. On this occasion a small group of men met

to set up an organization that was a forerunner of the present-day lnstitute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers, lnc. (IEEE)' The organization was

founded under the name of the American lnstitute of Electrical Engineers.

The Philadelphia section (or Branch as it was then called) of the AIEE was

organized in 1903. lt held its first regular meeting at the engineers' club located

at 1122 Girard street with carl Hering as president. Twenty-eight members and

forty-five visitors were present. (Today the Section serves over 6000 members

in the Delaware ValleY).

As the electric power industry grew, so did the AIEE. However, on May 13,

1912, another branch of the electrical profession, the radio engineers'

formed the lnstitute of Radio Engineers (lRE), which grew so rapidly its mem-

bership soon surpassed that of the AIEE. As early as 1922, the AIEE and

IRE discussed the possibility of merging. No serious steps were taken until

1961. one year later, the membership of the organizations approved the

merger which officially took place on January 1, 1963, under the new name

of The lnstitute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, lnc' (IEEE)'
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INTRODUCTION

Review of the IEEE Philadelphia Section history is a review of

history of the Electrical, Electronic and Computer industry in

the Delaware Valley.

The purpose of this publication is to give the reader an idea of the impor-

tant role Electro-Technology has played in the development of the Delaware

Valley lndustrial heritage. The IEEE has provided an open forum for industry,

academia, and government.

ln 2003, during the Centennial Year of the IEEE Philadelphia Section, many of

lhe prolects, products, services and achievements that have taken place here in

specific areas were reported in four issues of the Section News Letter, the

ALMANACK: Electric Power lndustry and Rail Transportation (March 2003);

Consumer, Commercial & lndustrial Products and Communications (June 2003);

Computers and lnstrumentation (September 2003); Defense and Aerospace

(November/December 2003).

This material is included in this publication with some modifications and

additions.

New in this publication is a brief history and purpose of the IEEE (The lnstitute of

Electrical and Electronics, Engineers, lnc.) and the Philadelphia Section with a

cfrronology of the available photographs, and a special events photo essay with

many familiar faces and events of the Philadelphia Section. lt is a scaled-down ver-

sbn of the twenty photo montage posters exhibited at the 100th AnniversaryAwards

ltght of the IEEE Philadelphia Section, held on April 3, 2003, at the Union League.

The IEEE Philadelphia Section would like to express its gratitude to the numer-

qrs individuals, companies and institutions for contributing and supplying material

br this undertaking. Many of them are listed at the end of this publication.

Section LX Almanack Centennial Issue



IEEE PHII,ADETPHIA SECTION

- The 2003 Centenniql Committee -
he centennial committee was formed to record at least some of the

accomplishments for our 100 year anniversary. The committee

members were:

Mr. Merrill Buckley Jr. (Chair)
RCNGE (Betired), Past IEEE President

Mr. Donald C. Dunn
PECO (Retired), Past Section Chair

Mr. Thomas L. Fagan
Gestalt, LLC, Past Section Chair

Mr. Fulvio E. Oliveto
Lockheed Martin, 2004 Section Vice Chair

Mr. Kent Ringo
BCNGE (Betired), Member Section Executive Committee

Dr. Victor Schutz
Temple University, Past Section Chair

Mr. Donald Schnorr
RCNGE (Retired), Past Section Chapter Chair
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elaware Valley's electric power industry start-
in Philadelphia in the late 19th century

when many small electric companies began
AC power at several different voltages and fre-

The Philadelphia Electric Company (PECO)
ftom a citywide mandate to eliminate the con-

irefficiencies. Since this beginning, the electric
ffiElry has evolved into three companies that

EEE Section's area: PECO Energy (Exelon) in
Conectiv and Public Service Electric and

nny (PSE&G) in New Jersey.
fre 1960's, any new electric power capacity had

based and built along either the Delaware
rivers near population centers. However, the

5m KV transmission freed the industry from this
Examples are Keystone (1967-68) and Cone-

71) Mine Mouth generating plants and the
(1974) nuclear generation units, all remote

centers.

C POWER UTILITIES

NJ, MD) lnterconnection -
of Excellence

advantages of interconnecting electric
systems are derived from the diversity

ftfoduced in system loading, timing of forced
pguirements for reserve capacity. Less gen-

cf,rnent is required and diversity offers
scale in the distribution of electric energy.

PA-NJ interconnection agreement was
PiSE&G and PECO. With this 1927 agree-
des of new 230 KV transmission lines were
fti integrated management operated the

and the savings were equally split.
more than offset the cost of the new

ia Section

Development of the Electrical, Electronic and Computer
hrdustries in the Delaware Valley from 1903 to 2003

The pool was expanded to five members in 1956 with
the inclusion of Baltimore Gas and Electric Company and
General Public Utilities Corporation (GPU). GPU includes
the following operating companies: Pennsylvania Electric
Company, Metropolitan Edison Company, New Jersey
Power and Light Company, and Jersey Central Power and
Light Company.

ln giant steps, the PJM system was permanently con-
nected in 1962 to the Canada, United States Eastern
(CASUSE) lnterconnect and to the lnterconnected Sys-
tems Group (lSG), thereby combining most of the United
States and Ontario Hydro from the Atlantic Ocean to the
Rocky Mountains. Also, in 1962, PJM installed its first
automatic generation control analog computer. During the
late 1960's and early 1970's, large-scale digital computers
were installed.

ln 1986, PJM included 11 investor-owned utility sys-
tems in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware,
Virginia, and Washington, D.C., serving 7.5 million cus-
tomers and a population of 21 million. lncluded as part of

PJM are generating unities of several municipal and
industrial systems.

By 2004, four large transmission systems will be added
to the PJM, more than doubling the generation and people

served. The PJM system is the largest control area in

North America and is noted nationally for concept, design
and operational excellence.

Susquehan na River Hydro-Electric
Project - The Conowingo Dam

1921, PECO initiated a study to build a hydro-
dam across the Susquehanna River, in

MD. Construction began in March 1926

and Was completed in 1928. The initial rating of 252MW
has grown to 512 MW. The concrete dam impounds 150

billion gallons of water and is 4,648 feet long and 96 feet
above a solid rock foundation. At that time, this hydro-electric
project was second in size only to the Niagara project.

Two 60-mile long 230 KV lines were constructed to a
new Plymouth Meeting substation outside of Philadelphia.
Two other 230 KV lines were constructed from the Ply-

mouth Meeting substation, one to PP&L and the other to
PSE&G. As a result, the Plymouth Meeting substation
became the largest transmission substation in the world.

- Continued on Page 2
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Eddystone Station - Fossil Fuel

supercritical P-T system went commercial in
1960 when both of Eddystone station's first
two fossil-fueled generating units were con-

structed for supercritical pressures (P) and temperatures
[T). Unit 1 was built to set a new industry generation effi-
jency standard. ln supercritical high P-T, water does not
rcil but passes directly into a gaseous state. This gas
steam) is superheated and thus increases efficiency, pro-
riding more kilowatt-hours per unit of fuel.

After establishing a fuel rate of approximately 0.6
rounds of coal per Kwhr, Unit 1 was reduced from operat-
ng at supercritical because of P-T metallurgical problems.
tte turbine and boiler suppliers were Westinghouse and
)ornbustion Engineering, respectiv ely.

ln 1960, Eddystone was PECO's largest power plant
rith a project cost of $162 million for the station and $30.5
riflion for substations and approximately 100 miles of
ansmission lines. Units 3 and 4 became commercial in
974 and 1976, respectively.

projects. The Keystone generating station was construct-
ed at the mouth of a coal mine near Johnstown, Pennsyl-
vania, by PECO Energy, PP&L, and Jersey Central Power
and Light Company. Its 1700 MW of generation (two
units) was supplied to over 30 million people via the 500
KV lines. The $350 million cost was shared by 10 electric
utilities. The 500 KV transmission was a commercial first
and the voltage level was the nations highest at the time.
The Conemaugh station, almost identical to Keystone,
was placed in commercial service during 1970-71.

Muddy Run Creek Project -

PBffi
s/rl/t

I E E E , Et-Ecrntc PowER InousrRv IN THE DelRwRne Vnuey Continued from page 1

1eo3 .@ 20 3
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Hydro-Electric Pump Storage

Conowingo Dam reservoir, a dam-
and a 1040 MW generator-turbine
more fully utilized Susquehanna River
to generate electricity. The eight 130
generator-turbines can be used either
pumps, during low-cost generation peri
to fill the Muddy Run reservoir, or
generators during periods when ge
costs are higher, to provide low-cost e
tricity. Two 230 KV lines connect M
Bun to the Peach Bottom substation.

ieystone Project - Mine Mouth
Dneration

uring '1967-68, over 600 miles of 500 KV trans-
mission lines were constructed within four
eastern states to provide for the Keystone and

rsequently for the Conemaugh Mine-Mouth generation

t Conowingo Dam

jE Philadelphia Section

Eddystone Station

uring 1967-68, PECO placed a
'r :,unique pump storage hydroelec-

tric system in operation. Located
on MUddy Run Creek adjacent to ttre

Almanack Centennial



Power Control Center -
c

.- i 969. the decision was made to install a
rmr digital power control system center at
D=CO corporate headquarters. This digital
m,=s named SAMAC for system automatic

ilrcrrc and control. Similar to the analog con-
rads:Ei* center before it, its purpose was to

ua= and generation automatically in bal-
fl-r: :o communicate with the PJM.

$'q+lllh#,Ic nnonitors the transmission system and
a strategy for responding to the loss of

cr transmission line that would cause a
l,,erioad. This contingency aid was not
mtr tre analog system.

a.mr' -er-ator convenience, multicolor graphic
;=-i f.ib€S display dynamic graphics and tab-

f,@ E aid in determining where and in what
,sroblems exist. SAMAC was replaced in 1993-94 Salem and Hope Creek Power Plants

rmrme rodem technology using state-estimating meth-
mnqe =arprojection screens and PC monitors to display

umrTsTsslln system at operator consoles for application THE EVOLUTION OF REAL
TIME CONTROL APPLICATION

TO POWER SYSTEMS

L Y rclear qeneration has been very attractive to

' N ::T' :'.:''#::;,ffi;;;"J:,i":;;';?# :i r;
r addition, with 500 KV transmission systems,

necessary

Generation - Four Plants

mEafr3ns can be relatively remote from population
t-*s minimizing NBC licens-

dlilfrffim;rtes. The table on the right
-.clear power plants that

s-rmy the Delaware Valley.
ifuuumm'E =nstruction of Limerick 1, a

rco,ent occurred at PP&Ls
I[,ut!€ lsland Nuclear Plant near

PA. This resulted in NBC-
aesign changes, including

mre rutdown systems for both

-nrr,s. These changes signifi-
nrm=ased Limerick's construc-

[flllm mjnonal base generation units
:ranned by Delaware Valley

mhls time.
Iliflum t-at Peach Bottom 1 was an

40 MW helium-cooled
.rrr- Due to its high operating

mt ruri= .emoved from service.

hroughout the history of the power industry,
dependable, real time automatic control for
safe, reliable, responsive operation has been a
element of power system installations. That

- Continued on Page 4

Both 1974

2t5t74-12123174

1 9i7&1 981 1986 &'1981
2t1t86-1tlt91

Rating

(Nameplate)

MVA per Unit

PSE&G (58%)

Exelon (42%)
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power systems applications and were major factors in stim-
ulating the early work in power systems ieal time control:
1. The self-balancing potentiometer high torque servo

recorder, invented by Leeds (1912).
2. The adaptation of the Leeds self_balancing recorder to

a self-balancing AC Wien bridge frequency recorder by
Wunsch of Leeds & Northrup (f gZSl.

tEE Philadelp hia Section Almanack Centennial Issue
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ALTERNATE SOURCES -
COGENS AND IPPs

cogeneration and lndepen_
ducer (lpp) generation was
ng the 1980s by state legisla_

u ti I i ti e s I n i t i a I I y N e w J e rs e y I ,:"# J;Ji,":T i :'riJtri:;
this outside generation, but subsequenily the premium
was rescinded. Typical cogeneration sources are refinery
plants, using waste gas and naturar gas as fuer, and trash'-
to-steam plants. PECO Energy estimates its system
cogeneration at approximately 5%. The Marcus Hoo[ 1ee;Sunoco Refinery 760 MW (3 units) cogeneration plant is
an example of a large refinery cogen project. After com_pletion in 2004, its excess electricity will be sold through
PECO Energy's transmission system. Stone and Websteris providing project engineering and management. An
gl9.9r_9gn"n facitity on pECO Energy,s system is a 150
MW Phiraderphia Thermar prant in Sbnuyit<itt station rhat
supplies both electricity and steam.

Conectiv lists trash-to-steam generation at 6.g% of its
2002 energy sources. Despite utitities having litile control
over.electric availability or magnitude, cogens and lpps can
provide additional capacity and thus dela-y future base_gen_
eration construction.

Bc
Lld
- ltrEh
df

-he
'. &rib
r#t

-k
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ELECTRIC UTILITY
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS

This section describes such suppliers with references
to product firsts:

GE-ASwitchgearGiant

or over 7Z years, GE,s philadelphia area heaG
has been the center of its electric power

system design, marketing, and manufactuiing C
and controls equipment supplied worldwide. lts

testing facirities incrude the skeats High vortage Lab nearthe Philadelphia lnternational Airport.



from Page 4

coprehensive line of unique products

rcltage circuit breakers (Air Blast & EHV
dlrH).

type circuit breakers.

equipment for low and medium

@es.
power generation support

l|mh.

,r.l',r,. 
I,,,t,9,11"19

PHIL,ADiE
7',:,'', o 'r, o,,u,,,',

relays.

state convefi er applications.

using microprocessors, for automation
loads: e.9., water heater, air con-

substations, etc.

Process Control

meywell's Process Control division primarily
'produces instruments for measuring, record-
ing, and controlling manufacturing processes.

rra(s [s6k to an 1859 portable pyrometer inven-
rpasured iron expansion in industrial furnaces.
lhe Division was consolidated in Fort Washington
hcilrty was, at that time, the largest in the world

nrcre than 2,500 people. Division technological
include:

rmfigtel computer designed specifically for process

control programmer.

-based control system for any system
d complexity.

[Iyision's products and services extend through-
ld.

hryer Equipment -
Boveri Electric, lnc.

a corporate history dating back to 1888,
ITE (lnverse Time Element) was a major
supplier of circuit breakers and switchgear.

Phiiladelphia, ITE was a principal supplier for the
Ilanr project and for US Navy ships during World

Powen lNpqsrnv IN THE Du-nwRRE Vnllev

General Electric Air-Blast power circuit breakers.

ITE's innovative firsts were many, including:
. 1890 - First air circuit breakers.
. 1926 - First vertical compartment circuit breakers.
. 1934 - First segregated phase metal-enclosed bus duct

(installed at Boulder Dam).

. 1958 - Kline low-voltage power circuit breaker.

. 1960s - SFu gas insulated (cable) system.

. 1960s - 500 KV, 1800 BIL vertical break-switch.

ITE was purchased in 1980 by Brown Boveri and Co.,
and in 1982 by Gould, lnc. who renamed it Systems
Protection Division (SPD).

Leeds and Northrup Company -
General Signal Corporation

eeds and Norlhrup (L&N) expertise and equip-
,,::::::,::::,: rment have played a major role in the develop-'':'i ment of control applications for electric power
systeins throughout the world. lncorporated in 1903, the
company's history actually started in 1899 when Morris E.

Leeds began building laboratory-type electrical measuring
instruments. World Firsts include:
. 1912 - First successful, automatically-balanced

industrial recorder.
. 1932 - First high-speed electronic recorder.

. 1942 - First centralized load-dispatching system for
Power Plants 

- Continued on Page 6
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During the 1980's, and after acquiring CBS, West-
inghouse sold the Division to Seimens. Subse
quently the 60-year old Lester plant was closed.

CONTRACTORS AND
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES

@m lftility Controt Room with L&N Systems
lquipment

1958 - 'Temtip" expendable immersion thermocouple
for measuring molten metal temperatures.

1977 - First combination pH electrode for accuracy
and reliable lab or plant performance.

1W)2 - First domestic optical electrical highway.

!&N's world headquarters is in North Wales, pennsyl_

113. ll 197^8 it merged with Generat Signat Corporation
I Stamford, Connecticut

Yestinghouse Steam Turbine Division
Lester, Pennsylvania

f f 7 estinghouse Steam Turbine Division,s Lester

W BLTf"":T ;l,"xl J,',7 "1iff :::,Xl TXI
power plants until the 19g0,s. During the 1950,s and
6O's, the Lester plant manufactured aJmany as 40"/o of
r U.S. steam turbines, second only to GE. Also, during
rt period, the Lester plant had as many as 2O,OOO
rployees. ln the Delaware Valley, Westing-house steam
bines were supplied to such base load pta-nts as Eddys_
e (|o_e+! MW unirs) and Satem (two 1130 MW uniis).
o, the Division provided the turbine_generation for the 40
V, helium-cooled experimental nuclear unit, peach Bot_rl. During the 1970,s, pafts of the Steam Turbine Divi_
n were moved to Charlotte and Winston Salem, NC.

1E Philadelphia Section 6

Stone & Webster - A Shaw Group
Company

I tone & Webster is one of the foremost
Bngineering and construction organiza_
tions in the world. Originally fourided in

1889 'as an etectrical testing laboratory and con-
sulting firm, Stone & Webster grew to become a
network of companies employing more than 6,000
people worldwide.

Stone & Webster has had a continuing presen@
in the Delaware Valley since 1 g72. For riost of that

. Richmond Station Static Frequency Convefter Facility
(11 KV, 25 Hz suppty to Amrrak).

. Boiler upgrade project at the Coastal Eagle point Refinery.

. Marcus Hook Cogeneration Facility (fueled either by
natural or refinery gas).

United Engineers and Construction _
Raytheon Division

E ruction (UE&C) has, n nce its 192g founGo four internationallykn n firms. Headquai_
tered in Philadelphia, its projects included many philadel-
phia landmarks such as 30th Street Station and the
Franklin lnstitute. UE&C experlise extends internationallyintothesteer'chemi"i;:"2:;^";';:"';:;H"T:



from Page 6 . . . .. . Elncrntc Powen lxpus IN THE E

:

pcriects in public transportation, hospitals, aero-
rcsearch, and electric utility facilities. ln the

\4alley, UE&C designed and constructed power
wHations and transmission lines. A 1931 exam-

d a PE Company power plant project is the now
$6-1 million Richmond Generating Station.

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
M[ THE DELAWARE VALLEY

Of SEPTA

LECTBIC TROLLEY CARS, introduced in

Ptriladelphia in 1892, reached their apex in 1911

ufen 4,000 streetcars operated on 86 routes.
Oly Transit division owns and operates 141 trol-

Itr1,2 routes running over 194 track miles throughout
The newest trolleys, Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs),

in 1982 have air conditioning, acceleration
dr suspension and public address systems.

ELEVATED LINES on Market Street opened
tlth and 15th Street in 1907, and extended to

h 1908. The original line operated as an ele-
Uffieen 69th Street and the eastern bank of the

Hver and as a subway east of the river. The sub-
Iffi was extended from 23rd Street westward to

ir 1955. The Frankford elevated Line was con-

L*ght Rail Vehicle

structed by the City of Philadelphia and opened for service
in 1922. This addition provided uninterrupted service
between 69th Street and the Bridge Street Terminal.

BROAD STREET SUBWAY opened for service in
1928 extending from Olney Avenue to City Hall. ln 1930
the subway extended to South Street, and in 1938 to Sny-
der Avenue. Northern service was extended to the Fern
Rock Terminal (1Oth and Nedro Streets) in 1956. ln 1973
the subway was extended south to Pattison Avenue. The
Ridge Avenue Subway Spur was opened in 1932.

TRACKLESS TROLLEYS were introduced to
Philadelphia on October 24, 1923, along Oregon Ave.
Today SEPTA operates 110 trackless trolleys over five
routes, covering 42 miles within the city.

SUBURBAN LINES opened in stages between 1906
and 1917. One of the country's few remaining inter/urban
trolley systems, the Media and Sharon Hill Lines, link
Upper Darby's 69th Street Terminal and the Delaware
Country towns of Media and Sharon Hill.

B ai I road E lectrif i cati on

he New Haven (now a section of Amtrak's
Northeast Corridor) was the world's first AC
electrified railroad, installing an autotransformer

11 KV,"'25 Hz electric traction system, which the Japanese
National Railroad adopted many years later, using 50/80
Hz at higher voltages' 

- Continued on page B
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The pioneer electrification in the U.S. was installed

before the turn of the century by the B&O and the Penn-

sytvania Railroad (PRR) in 1895, followed by a Camden to

Atlantic City run in 1906.

tn 1915, the PRH completed its overhead 12'5 KV

electrification between Philadelphia and Paoli on its sub-

urban commuter service and later in 1931 this 25 Hz sys-

tem was made continuous to New York.

The PRB continued expansion of its electrification with

the 1935 electrification extension southward to Washing-

ton, DC. The final stage from Paoli, PA and Perryville, MD

to Hanisburg, PA was completed in 1938. This final electri-

fication included wiring railroad distribution and storage

yards at Washington Potomic Yard and lvy City, along with

i.lanisburg-Enola and Sunnyside Yard. The total electrifica-

tion was 656 route miles and 2,350 track miles'

During the early days of railroad electrification there

were no utitity company interconnections by high voltage

tansmission iines and the railroad load at times exceeded

the total generation of local companies. ln order to provide

this large power demand, PRR erected its own high voltage

hansmission lines. These lines spanned the PRR system at

132 KV (now 138 KV) single phase, 25 Hz, from step-up

stations generating this power at13.2 KV (now 13'6 KV)'

PRR also initiated its own signal power transmission

facilities. This provided a 100 Hz (+96.7) modulated signal

used to provide the locomotive (MU) engineman with signal

information regardless of fog or other masking of the distant

wayside signal. The coded energy in the rails is also avail-

abt-e for wayside signals, eliminating the need for line wires'

This signal power is generated at various substations

through motor/generator sets that convert the single phase

25Hitosingle phase 100 Hz (96.7) which is transmitted at

6.9 KV, using space on existing high catenary poles'

Amtrak's Norlheast Corridor has used severaltypes of

equipment. Many rail fans associate electric train opera-

tion with the famous GGl, the first streamlined electric

lncomotive in the world to pull railroad trains. For many

years this locomotive was the world's most powerful with

its 1Z large drivers and 8 ponies. The GGI has been

retired after almost half a century of faithful service and its

original prototype (4800) now rests at Pennsylvania's

State Railroad museum in Strasburg, PA.

Stone & Webster is providing engineering, design, pro-

curement, construction, and starlup services to Amtrak for

a 180 MW Static Frequency Converter (SFC) facility,

located in Philadelphia, just south of the Betsy Ross

Bridge along the Delaware River. This station is designed

to supply power to the 25 Hz Northeast Corridor Traction

Power System operated by Amtrak between Washington,

New Yoik, and Harrisburg. The new SFC station will

replace the existing 60 MW Richmond Rotary Frequency

Converter (RFC) Station upon its removal from seruice'

The new $140 million SFC station consists of five iden-

tical 45 MVA DC-link static frequency converter volts

IEEE Philadelphia Section

which conveft 60 Hz, 69 KV, three-phase power to 25

138 KV, single-phase power for a total station capacity

180 MW. Each of the five conveder units comprises

following major equiPment:

. 1 - 6O Hz tour'winding input transformer.

. 2 - six-pulse bridge thyriator controlled rectifiers'

. 1 - de-link including smoothing reactors and filters'

. I - four-quadrant GTO thyriator pulse-controlled

. 2 - 25 Hz five-winding output transformers.

This SFC station is the largest of its type in the

II. CoNSUMEn, CovtMERC

& INnusrRrAt Pnonuc
AND COVTVTUNICATIONS

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE

lized an elongated cylinder type record. ln May 1888'

circular disc, horizontal record began to evolve with

demonstration of Emile Berliner's "Gramophone"

graph at the Franklin lnstitute, 15 South 17th

enitaOetpnia (now occupied by the Atwater-Kent M

Sequentially this recreational music standard

from manual to electric motor operation, 8" records al
RPM, to 12" records at 33-1/3 RPM and from mono

stereo.
The phonograph's main components are (1) a

swinging tone arm, (2) a revolving turntable holding

record, (3) a pickup cartridge which changes

from the records into electric waves, (4) an amplifier

strengthens these waves, and (5) a loudspeaker

changes the waves into sound.
The following is a brief history of the

evolution:
ln 1877, German-born inventor Emile Berliner'

telephone invention to Alexander Graham Bell. This

tion brought Berliner professional prestige and

him with financial security to pursue an

approach to the cylinder type phonograph. Berliner

tigated etching sound as a horizontal pattern on a

disc coated with an acid-resistant material. During

ing, the vibrating diaphragm caused the stylus to

Almanack Centennial
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material from the sound trace on the
an acid-etching process, the disc was used as

b make stampers for the production of duplicate
h a soft material that hardened when cooled.

discs provided several advantages over cylin-
e of duplication; a groove which guided the
bq eliminating the need for a propelling mecha-

tsd groove walls which provided louder reproduc-
bnger wear; and ease in storage and shipment.

the process produced extraneous noise. The
Ire grooves were rough due to the etching proce-

Erher named his hand-propelled reproducing
the "Gramophone" and demonstrated it at the

hslitute in May 1888. lt was not until 1893, when
method of producing a stamping matrix for

records was developed, that Berliner felt he
the Gramophone for sale.

lII5" a group of Philadelphians headed by Thomas
set up the Berliner Gramophone Company of

as a manufacturing unit. Berliner's basic disc
patents were held by the U.S. Gramophone

The Company's operations were at 1026 Filberl
te recording studio at 424 South 1Oth Street in

The hand-propelled Gramophone could not
pitch while it played, until a satisfactory

was developed by Eldridge R. Johnson in

irErv Jersey. This motor operated at uniform
be regulated, was quiet in operation, and inex-

Lrce. Between 1896 and 1900, almost 25,000
made. From 1896 to the summer of 1898,

motors, sound boxes and metal parts, and
instrument to Berliner Gramophone.

1900, Leon F. Douglas joined with Johnson
Consolidated Talking Machine Company. The

was made at the 10th Street studio in
h May 1900. The new Johnson recording
ursed for making the record matrices and an

improved Gramophone was introduced. The "His Master's
Voice" painting of Nipper by Francis Barrat, which had
been purchased by the Gramophone Company Ltd. ln

England and copyrighted in the U.S. by Emile Berliner,
was used in Consolidated's catalog and adveftising. Nip-
per and the improved Gramophone were to become one
of the most widely used and recognized trademarks in the
world. (You can still see it from the Benjamin Franklin
Bridge, on an old RCA building in Camden.)

ln December 1900, the trade name "Victoi'was intro-
duced for instruments and 7" (177.8 RPM) records.

By the fall of 1901, Johnson's disc records had made
serious inroads on wax cylinders, which had been recog-
nized by the trade and the public as the standard of qual-
ity. Now all large and influential music houses accepted
the Victor machines and records. The Victor Talking
Machine Company was incorporated on October 3, 1901.
lnstruments were assembled in the four-story factory at
120 North Front Street in Camden. The recording labora-
tory remained at Berliner's 1Oth and Lombard location in

Philadelphia. Records were pressed by the Duranoid
Company, untilthe Camden operation at 23 Market Street
began in 1902.

Victor's record catalog consisted mostly of military
bands such as Sousa's, banjo soloists like Vess L. Oss-
man, recitations, and comic songs. There was no classical
music or artist of any stature. Ten classical records made
in Milan with Johnson's improved recording process on
April 11,1902, were an artistic and commercial success.
They were regarded as the first completely satisfactory
Gramophone records yet made.

The new sensationaltenor, Enrico Caruso, was signed
to an exclusive contract by Victor. His voice complement-
ed the acoustic recording and playback processes. Caru-
so's first American recordings were made on February 1,

1904. The enclosed-horn talking machine, the "Victrola"
was introduced in 1906. lt sold for $200 and was an imme-
diate success. The matrix and shipping departments were
moved from Philadelphia to Camden and the Victor cabi-
net factory was constructed along with a new building for
executive offices and recording laboratory.

Victor's aftist roster during the period of 1910-1913
included George M. Cohan and Al Jolson. Dance records
were much in demand. Entry of the United States into
World War I in April, 1917, had a great impact on the com-
pany; some notable firsts in recordings were made during
that year. Symphony orchestra recordings of the Philadel-
phia Orchestra under Leopold Stokowski were made in
October 1917. ln November, Victor made Jascha Heifetz's
first recordings. A new studio, housed in the former Trinity
Baptist Church, gained renown because of its pipe organ
and fine acoustics.

The phonograph industry had introduced little basic
technological innovation to improve its product. Victor

- Continued on Page 10
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Enrico Caruso, the world's most
famous opera singer, signs his first
contract with Victor, and makes his
first Victor recordings in the Company's

. first recording studio: Room 826,
t Decem- Carnegie HatL New York City on
{24, eles- February 1st. His contract with Victor
recording vatidates the high quality of recorded
improved music and sets the standard for atl
ustical other ariists and musicians to follow.
y b a C k gnoto caption couftesy of Frederick O Barnum llt,

ment WaS author, His Master's Voice in America.)

onstrated
rmden for the technical staff. Both Victor and Colum-
btained rights from Bell Laboratories, for electrical
ding and the re-entrant horn acoustical playback
m.
n February 2,1925, the new recording equipment was
red. The first popular aftist, electrical recording was
r on March 16, by the Mask and Wig Club Male Quar-
d Orchestra of the University of Pennsylvania. A num-
rf new recordings, including "March SlaV' by the
lelphia Orchestra, were chosen for demonstration of
Credenza Orthophonic Victrola, a hand-wound,
;tic talking machine with re-entrant horn. Management
ed 10,000 instruments to be built. A total of 19 other
*s were introduced in 1925 to be followedby 24 more
S. Mctor had signed with RCA for radio chassis and
i:a.l playback apparatus. One of the most elaborate
b, dubbed the "Orthophonic Victrola - Orthophonic
da and Radiola," could play records acoustically or
i5ty, contained an eight-tube superheterodyne radio,
ad a list price of $1,000. The new instruments and
f,ngs received wide public acceptance.
June of 1926, the Philadelphia Orchestra made its
I many world standard recordings, at the Academy of

i Philadelphia Section
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- Continued from Page 7

Music. ln December 1926, Eldridge Johnson sold his inter-
est in the Victor Talking Machine Company to a group of
bankers. On March 15, 1929, the Victor Talking Machine
Company was acquired by the Fladio Corporation of Amer-
ica as a manufacturing facility. The merger with RCA
enabled Victor records to weather the lean depression
years better than any other recording company.

The decline of the longstanding phonograph's popular-
ity began in the 1970s with the increasing use of magnet-
ic tapes, and finally in the 1990s, with the compact discs
(CD) player with laser pickup.

RCA-
A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The Early Years
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often been said that the story of the Radio
, tation of America outlines the larger story d

a of radio broadcasting. Peculiarly enough
the icimpany was not organized with radio broadcasting in
mind, although it is significant that the man whose narne
is so closely associated with the history of RCA and
for many years was its active head, David Sarnoff,
clearly visualized the possibilities of radio
service and even "electric tuning" long before
ing made its first appearance.

1929

World-renowned trademark of His Master's Voice,
Nipper, the fox terrier, listening to a talking machine/
phonograph, joins the Radio Corporation of America
it purchases the Victor Talking Machine Company,
NJ on March 1Sth for $154 million. At the time of
tion, the Victor Company has grown to a S1-acre
containing 31 buildings with over 2.5 million square
of floor space. Cumulative sales (1901-1929) include
over 8 million Victor Victrolas ($413 million) and over
million Victor Records ($272 million).
(Photo caption courtesy of Frederick O Barnum lll, author,
America.)

Tal
d
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y new system for reproduction of recorded
@ry|ed, developed, and introduced on January

WA Vrctor Division, Camden, NJ: a 6 7/8-inch
vinylite phonograph record and fast-changing

,P .r-tion of 25 million units in 1949 doubles to
l,m[s rn 1950. This is the world's first 45-rpm

"wrd and player
tuirE-, ol Frederick O. Barnum lll, author, His Master's Voice in

ffiAs first year (1919-1920), attention was
dmmst exclusively on communications, but in

lllh ffi rumblings of what was soon to become a
boom began to be heard. RCA entered this

m ilufiy 2. 1921, when a one-day broadcast was
lftmm a temporary station at Hoboken, N.J., on the

d fe Dempsey-Carpentier fight. Just prior to
ffi broadcasting, RCA had given thought to fur-

nMo amateurs reception and transmission appa-
llffiite fne of amateur apparatus was expanded as

am possible to include home broadcast receiving
ard RCA now entered the merchandising field

and Westinghouse as manufacturers.
llllW5 a receiver was sold with accessories permit-

tm qerated from alternating current. ln the same
decfodynamic loudspeaker debuted.
rffir Talking Machine Company at Camden had

affected by the growth of radio and had not
glmoriarly successful in its attempts to enter the

lnr order to obtain manufacturing facilities, RCA
tle Victor Company, including the manufactur-

Fhiladelphia Section 11
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ing plant, the phonograph business, and the Victor dog
trademark. RCA also took over tube manufacturing from
GE and Westinghouse. ln 1929, the RCA Communica-
tions Company was formed to take over all the business
in transoceanic communications.

ln 1930, RCA completed the consolidation in the RCA
Victor and Radiotron companies of all facilities of
research, engineering, manufacturing, and sales of BCA
products, which included phonographs and records. ln
1932, the Photophone business was taken over by the
RCA Victor Company. (The RCA Photophone Company
had been organized in 1928 to supply the motion picture
industries with a system for recording sound on film.)

The final step toward an independent RCA took place
in 1932. ln 1934 the tube business was augmented by the
purchase of certain patents from the De Forest Radio
Company. ln 1935, the manufacturing and merchandising
business was further consolidated by the merger of the
RCA Radiotron and BCA Victor Companies.

ln 1938, RCA was in transition from a radio communi-
cations concern to a broadly diversified electronics organi-
zation with a growing interest in such new fields as radar,
television, and airborne electronics. ln April 1939, seven
years of intensive research, engineering development and
field testing by RCA culminated in the introduction, at the
New York World's Fair, of the first public television service.

ln 1946, the aluminized picture tube was developed,
which provided twice as much brightness, with no
increase in power needed. This process became standard
in all picture tube production throughout the industry. The
development of the Vidicon, a miniature pickup tube with
a photoconductive surface, in 1949 pointed the way to
smaller television cameras in industrial and educational
applications.

RCA's first broadcast station began operating on December
15, 1921, in Roselle Park, NJ. ln 1926, RCAand its
associates integrated a complete broadcasting seruice
and formed the National Broadcasting Company.

- Conttnued on Page 12
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Radiola 17, the first AC radio.

BCA's Major Milestones from 1906 to 1953 are
listed below:
1906 First Victrola produced.
1931 RCA invents Velocity or Ribbon microphone,

which becomes broadcasting industry standard.
1936 FCA begins production of first factory-installed auto-

mobile radio for Buick.
1937 RCA demonstrates first microwave scanning radar

capable of identifying and locating moving ships.

The RCA Manufacturing Company, Camden, NJ begins
selling radios to General Motors for factory installation
into Buick automobiles. This is the first factory-installed
automobile radio in the United States.
='.:. raaiion couftesy of Frederick O Barnum lll, author, His Master's Voice in
'-:-a:
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1939 David Sarnoff introduces television to the America-
public at the NY World's Fair.

1940 RCA develops and demonstrates first practical ele:-
tron microscope.

1941-1945 RCA produces 5.5 of the 10 million radio pror-
imity fuses used in World War ll.

1941-1945 RCA produces first miniaturized airborne vide:
surveillance systems and TV guided missile sy=
tems for U.S. in World War ll.

1949 RCA designs, develops and introduces the worlc 
=first 45-rpm phonograph record and player.

1953 FCC approves the RCA all-electronic compatib=
color TV system as the industry standard in the U.S

Black and White Television

he official inauguration of television service wa:
the harbinger of a new era in mass commun -
cations, but it required a keen eye to see in the

actual event the shape of the nationwide television service
we know today. lt was an extremely limited service, col"
ering only the New York metropolitan area, and operating
on the "experimental" basis authorized by the Federa
Communication Commission. Programs emanating fron-
the NBC transmitter atop the Empire State Building were
viewed on a relative handful of 9-inch direct view and 12-
inch reflection-type receivers produced at Camden, N.J
for sale in the New York area.

RCA President David Sarnoff introduces television
(developed by Dr. Vladimir Zworykin and his staff in
Camden, NJ) to the American public when he is televised
on April 20th by NBC during the dedication of the RCA
Exhibit Building at the World's Fair in New York. This is
the world's first televised news event.
(Photo caption couftesy of Frederick O Barnum lll, author, His Master's Voice in
America )
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SMmMrrE before the iconoscope cameras in front of the
at the World's Fair on April 20, 1939, David

smo,,unced the beginning of regular television ser-
mEC And he added:

"R@w rre add sight to sound. lt is with a feeling
-lluluncleness that I come to this moment of

the birth in this country of a new art so
n its implications that it is bound to affect
..This Miracle of engineering skill whichw-r .. r r ilD lyilt autE uI EI Igil ttigt II tg Dl\ilI vvl ItuI I

@lr o'ill bring the world to the home, also
E rew American industry to serve man's

telfare...."
urm f,-nng 1946 that RCA Victor placed the first

lBreirsion sets on the market. The Basic Model
km€d 630T5 with a ten-inch picture tube. Mar-

u E ;r€e of $375, the 630T5' economy, reliability
u , ity swept into immediate popularity. The

tnw :uaniity produced and marketed receiver, it
equivalent of the "Model T." As much as

umoe factor, the 630T5 was responsible for the
of television in American homes during

ffifrorrtcrrVar ll years.
UffE. =CA developed the TK 10 - the first com-

and White image orthicon TV Camera - fol-
:evelopment in 1954 of the TK-40 - the first
:ctror TV camera. The most noteworthy

in 1945 was the TK-76, the first self-con-
ty poftable television camera for electronic

l*vision
s fe commercial television system expanded,

lndertook an energetic postwar program
r+or television research and development.

mwranical techniques offered promise in terms

zxamine five types of tri-color TV picture
;y, RCA. L to R: Edward W. Herold, Dr.

Dr. H. B. Law, and Dr. V. K. Zworykin.

ia Section 13

lllustrating progress in development of receivers for RCA
color television system: right, research model demon-
strated to FCC, October 10, 1949; left, developmental
model demonstrated December 5, 1950.

of early commercial advantage, RCA decided, soon after
the war, to strive for an all-electronic color system fully
compatible with black-and-white. Outstanding progress
was achieved at RCA Laboratories during 1947 and 1948.
Several demonstrations were held showing a color system
employing three kinescopes, and combined with an opti-
cal system to present a composite color picture.

ln 1949, the FCC scheduled a series of hearings to
consider, among other matters, the establishment of stan-
dards for color television transmission. At issue were two

On December 17th, 1953, the FCC approves the RCA
all-electronic compatible color television system as the
industry standard in the US. RCA Victor Division, Cam-
den, NJ begins manufacturing color television transmit-
ters, receivers and antennas for both studio and field
use. These are the first mass-produced color television
broadcasting systems in the US.
(Photo caption courtesy of Frederick O. Barnum lll, author, His Master's Voice in
America )

- Continued on Page 14
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three minutes in length. RCA Camden, NJ receives an
Emmy Award for this technicat achievement in 1g74.
(Photo caption couttesy of Frederick o. Barnum ilt, author, His Master's voice inAneria.)

competing systems - a non-compatible mechanical color
system and an all-electronic compatible color system
advocated by RCA.

As the hearings progressed the research staff of RCA

RCA Broadcast Systems, Camden, NJ introduces the

(Ptoto aption couftesy of Frederick o Barnum ilr, author, His Master,s voice in*rcr*z-)
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Laboratories, supported by engineering groups at the t
plants at Harrison, N.J. and Lancaster, ph, moved with

- Continued from Page

speed to the development of the final basic element in
compatible system-a single tube capable of
pictures in full color. The result of this extraordinary e
demonstrated publicly in March 1950, was the tri
kinescope, one of the outstanding achievements in
postwar electronics. ln the words of General
"Measured in comparison with every major develol
in radio and television over the past 50 years, this
tube will take its place in the annals of television as a
olutionary and epoch-making device... As the master
to practical color television, it is an outstanding
ment of our time."

The most impoftant development by far to RCA in

equipment sales resulting from the conversion of TV
to color and the launching of new stations. One product
the TCR-100 Video Tape cartridge recorder/piayer.
placed in seruice in 1971, the system ushered in a
change in television broadcast operations.

ln 1974, RCA introduced the TR_600 Video lt
Recorder, which took advantage of the increasing emphi

years 1958 to 1962 was the emergence of color TV as a
industry and public seryice of massive and mounting
poftions. By 1961, there occurred-finally_the long
color break-through. One by one, TV receiver manul
abandoned the sidelines and entered the ranks. By the
lowing year, nearly every majorTV manufacturerwas ac"t
ly marketing color, and industry volume reached
million. RCA shared in the late 1960s boom in bro

on cost ettectveness by incorporation into its design ci
ities formerly offered only as accessories. tn t-gAt,
Broadcast Systems, Camden, N.J., introduced the
a portable color TV camera and recorder, which

duction (for television).

new flexibility in electronic news gathering by making
production by a single person a practical reality.

B roadcast Co m m u n i cati o n s

occurred and still more changes are visible. Using
eras, recorders and switching or mixing equipment,
grams are put together from live input material. ln

total program is recorded. The process of p
recorded program material is called production or

cases today, this process is done ahead of time and

Broadcasters compete vigorously to be first with
newsbreak and so want to minimize the time delay frc
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at a news scene until finished material is
dring. There has been a trend to doing news
" using television cameras and videotape

Hed "electronic news gathering" or "electron-
,'il provides greater immediacy, better qual-

and lower cost of operation. Electronic
tsd to a special category of equipment opti-

, flexibility, ease of operation, and rea-
Frformance. RCA's electronic journalism

TK-76 was very successful.

is an aerialview of the Gibbsboro
frc early 1980s. The facility was closed in

RCA closed its Broadcast Systems Division.
of Frederick O. Barnum lll, author, His Master's Voice in

Antennas

o provide a larger and more modern home for
Broadcast Systems' Antenna Assembly and

Operation, RCA Camden, NJ purchased
d land in Gibbsboro, NJ in 1954 and built a new

h 1957. Continually expanded over the next
f,p Gibbsboro Test Facility (lower right photo on
ras the largest of its kind in the world. Among

produced here was the 351.S-foot, 363-ton
hr the World Trade Center in New York City,

upn its completion in 1979, became the world's
mr^iltiple TV-radio broadcast antenna (accommo-
l{!W and 15 radio stations sinrultaneously).

Relay Systems

he pioneer development of the microwave radio
relay system by RCA was started in Camden,
N.J., in 1943. lt was the first in the world to
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employ microwave frequencies in multi-hop seruice. lt used
the new techniques and components developed for 10 cm
radar. The circuits operated originally at 3 GHz but were
later shifted to 4 GHz. A 10 MW Western Electric reflex kly-
stron was used as the transmitter and was cavity stabilized.
Antennas for transmission and reception were 1-meter-
diameter parabolic dishes. A double FM modulation method
was used to provide multiplexed voice audio program, and
teleprinter channels within a base bandwidth of 150 kHz.

Forestry-type towers, about 35 meters high and
spaced 50 to 60 km apart, were used at the relay stations
at Bordentown, Ten Mile Run and Woodbridge, New Jer-
sey. The terminals were at Building 8 of RCA, in Camden,
and at the Western Union Telegraph Company, 60 Hudson
Street, in New York City. The Camden Terminal was later
moved to a Western Union location on the Merchants
National Bank Building at city Hallsquare, in philadelphia.
This New York to Philadelphia circuit was made part of the
New York-Washington route of Western Union, and han-
dled commercial traffic on an experimental basis for
extended periods, beginning in 1945.

After the commercial success of this radio relay system
was demonstrated to the great satisfaction of Western
Union, RCA took a contract from the latter and built equip-
ment for a triangular route of 23 relay stations with termi-
nals at New York City, Pittsburgh, and Washington, D.C.
This project extended from 1946 to 1948. The equipment
was used commercially and continuously by Western
Union for over 20 years. Some of the RCA apparatus was
donated by Western Union to the Smithsonian Museum
after its retirement from service. lt is historically significant
as the first microwave radio relay equipment in a com-
mercial system in the world.

Many other systems of lengths up to 5,000 km were
built by RCA to this same or improved designs. The world-
wide use of microwave relaying for wide-band services
has followed this pioneer work by RCA.

Transmitters

chase of the Victor Talking Machine
Camden, NJ on March 1sth, 1929,
Corporation of America was able to

consolidate all its radio and television research, engineer-
ing and manufacturing into a single location for the first
time. Personnel from Radio Corporation of America, New
York, NY; General Electric Company, Schenectady, Ny;
and Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, PA combined forces in
Camden for the development of radio and television broad-
cast and receiving equipment for commercial and govern-
ment customers. For the next five decades, RCA Camden
dominated the worldwide commercial broadcast equip-

- Continued on Page 16
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CoxsuMrn, CommeRCIAL

::tred here is the TT-1A television broadcast transmitter,
, ! at RCA Camden in 1938 and first sold to the
-nercial industry in 1939.

__,.-:rr, 
r" couftesy of Frederick O Barnum lll, authof His Master's Voice in

;"t market. manufacturing studio cameras, audio and
reo tape recorders, microphones, audio and video con-
:s. telecine equipment, antennas, and transmitters for
: o and television stations around the globe.

nge Orthicon

highlight of wartime research in optics and tele-
vision was the devdopment of the image
Orthicon, starled at Harrison in 1941 on the

-. of much earlier work and completed at Princeton.
a sensitivity 1,000 times greater than that of the lcono-
: it provided in wartime, a versatile pickup device for
:-'r television systems. For postwar television, it meant
: etely flexible operation in the studio or in the field.

Co-inventors
of the image
orthicon for
TV cameras,
Drs. Albefi
Rose, Paul
K. Weimer,
and Harold
B. Law, are
shown with
first model in
1 945.
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Dr. George A.
Morton (left)

and Dr. John
E. Ruedy with

intensifier
orthicon cam-

era tube which
can see in sur-

roundings
completely
dark to the

human eye.
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ATWATER KENT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

he origin of the Atwater Kent Manufac
Company dates to 1896, when a yoL.i:
Atwater Kent dropped out of Worcester Ta:

cal lnstitute in Massachusetts to start his own busir:*
his father's machine shop. Kent manufactured an:
small electrical items. ln 1902 Kent traveled to Pu
phia on a business trip and decided upon the citv ,.
site of his new company. The Atwater Kent Manufa
Works opened in a rented loft at 48 Norlh Sixth S:=m

Electron microscope with D-
V. K. Zworykin (standing) a,n:
Dr. James Hilief its develote:
November /940, in Camde-
NJ. Hilier's design vastly
improved the objective lens
in 1947.

rflIil fflEnlm

il]ll]titflr {{lffrflu

+ r ,4il/rtlfl

,,ll

rtllrr r iiilllil],lllliilhtil{t#i{u

Microscope

2, RCA
, ?ctu red

elivered
its 1000th electronic
microscope, assem-
bled on the same pro-
duction line in Camden
that completed the first
commercial instrument
nearly a quarter of a
century earlier. The
microscope attains
magnifications of more
than 200,000 diame-
ters. This first practical
electron microscope
enabled researchers to
study viruses, such as
influenza, for the first
time.
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electrical products including batteries and
g telephones. ln 1906 Kent developed

sl/stem for automobiles that integrated a series

Wrks into a single hot spark. The Unisparker, as
ded. soon became the industry standard. The

s..Ecess caused the company to move to a larg-

lr tfie Germantown section of the city in 1912. By

It910s Kent's company was exclusively making

Fnts for automobiles. During World War l, U.S.

contracts were awarded to the company to

Wtinl gun sights and fuse setters.
lilfiDlllMl fre company received an order for 10,000 head-

ffiurnt realized that with some retooling his company
n a position to capture part of the growing market
h 1922 Kent produced his first radio components

ilm.! his first complete radios. By 1924 the company
its Stenton Avenue campus and moved to a

@ rmfron plant on Wissahickon Avenue. This plant,

in sections, would eventually cover 32 acres.

fueryeft Boulevard Expressway goes between the
of this plant, which was occupied by the U.S.

in the North building, and Bendix in the South

6liq World War ll. After the war, Philco occupied
h.rilding, and the Veterans Adminlstration occu-

Fbrtr, and it still does today.)
illh lill|Dq the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company

the largest maker of radios in the nation. Support-
mnenufacture of radios was the "Atwater Kent Hour,"

broadcast throughout the country in the mid-

The show featured top entertainment, including
artd Bay, and became one of the most popular and

regular radio programs of the era. ln 1929 the
reached its peak performance with ovell2,000

manufacturing nearly one million radio sets.

itself was considered an architectural sensation
hundreds of visitors annually.

rffi ilrrrs time Kent downplayed the table models for
ilre company was known and focused on more

cabinet models. But he had misjudged the buy-

mulilh. By 193'l the country was in the midst of the
Depression. Because of the general economy and

from other manufacturers, the average cost of
had been reduced from a high of $128 in 1929 to

'IlfiEe companies that concentrated on more afford-
mnmdels, such as Philco, soon captured the market.

ng sales the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Com-
drced in 1936. When he died in 1949, Kent held 93

br improvements in automobile ignition systems

y's Comments: I remember hearing that Atwater
rpt want to abide by Franklin Roosevelt's National

Act (NRA of those days) that restricted industry
negressive labor practices, so he iust shut down and

b Hollywood and held parties for starlets.
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PHILCO -A PHILADELPHIA COMPANY

.::r spring of 1892, the forerunner of Philco

"ll,.::, in Philadelphia as the Spencer Company to'' acture and sell carbon arc lamps.
Ldter in 1892, the company changed its name to Helios

Electric Company. Fourteen years later the company
entered the electric storage battery business under the
name Philadelphia Storage Battery Company. The Philco
name first appeared in 1919 as the trademark on batteries
for electric automobiles, trucks and mine locomotives.

The next major product was a rectifier known as "sock-

et Power" that enabled radios to be plugged into AC mains
instead of having to use batteries.

Radio

en the invention of alternating-current vac-
,r,:'uum tubes made the rectifier obsolete Philco

decided to manufacture radios in 1926, and

within a'single year, had sold 96,000 radios. lt quickly
became one of the "big three" radio manufacturers along
with The Radio Corporation of America (RCA) in New Jer-
sey and Zenith Corporation, which was based in Chicago.

- Continued on Page 18
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Philco's popular Baby Grand lines of radios were among
the omate "calhedral,'or ,,beehive,, 

wooden radios that the

ring 1939, regular program service began on W3XE,
became the first affiliate of the NBC ielevision Net_

n the Philadelphia area with approximatety 150 televi_
neiyers in use. The majority of these sets were in the
; d television manufacturing company officials, sta_
ectrtives and a small number in public places. Films
zl studio shows comprised the program schedule.
nting experimental broadcasts Oi tfre FCC wasn practice at that time, as television took its firste steps in New york City, Schenectady and
$hia. Viewers in those cities bought several thou_
ts to watch the limited schedule of programs trans_
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mitted by pioneering broadcasters who jumped at
opportunity to go to commercial television broadcas
WPTZ, Philco Corporations station in philadelphia
tated to sports to fill airtime.

On October S, 1940, when there were about 700
scattered throughout the philadelphia area. philco br
cast the University of pennsylvania,s euakers football r

ry over the University of Maryland at Franklin Field. tt
the first game of an 11-year series. W?TZ, Channel 3,
the first in the country to carry a complete football sc
ute-all the Quakers,home games. Even as the war
the production of television sets and prevented the n
from spreading to other parts of the country, philco,s Saday afternoon telecasts continued to 

^ 
iiny universe

receivers. ln the emerging world of televised spotts,
Philadelphia station wis i pioneer withoutpeer.

During the war, philco stopped the manufacturing
consumer products and changed its operations towi
communication receivers for the military, radio re
for tanks and aircraft, radar, ammunition , artillery

When the war ended in 1945, philco went back,
force, into the business of selling'refrigeraiors, air co

and industriaL storage batteries.

tioners, and home and car radiosl
ln May 1946, W?TZ carried its first commercial.

1948, the company entered the televisio n receiver br
ness and adveftised a 61_square_inch black and white
about the equivalent of a 7_inch screen, ,t $S+g.SO.following year the company was producing black
white receivers at a rate of {iOO,OOO'a year and was
ing trouble filling orders.

Philco became a very popular brand of TV sets
marketed a wide variety of models that incorporated ntechnical advances, from tubes to circuits to
design.

ln 1953, W?TZ was sold to Westinghouse. From 19to 1955, philco made many innovatiJns in becomingpopular television manufacturer during the post_War
vision boom. philco marketed a wide"seLction of ksions. These sets incorporated many advances in p
tubes, transistors, set porrtability, 

^nO "rLin"t 
Oesign.

By the tate 1950s, phitco began suffering f6m
declining market for TVs. With Bu"ssia,s Sputnik, thesatellite launched in 1957, the space age had a ft
influence on the design of evenlthingfro"m cars to v

Sfeps

n Der
Fo

tion in
electront
rehicles.

purchase
e

efospace

NASA
and built

moved I
a rrcrthem

(

e

aff
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Pfrilco's design department decided to try to stim-
ilB TV sales by styling the Philco televisions away
flts taditional square or rectangular shapes. The

department contributed by making the wide-

flcture tubes and printed circuits making it feasi-
the viewing screen from the bulky receiver

fhb space age line was called "Predicta."
tre 1950s, Philco had been a major force in the

lW development with many important patents.
EA and others successfully created a color sys-

compatible with the black and white system.
Congress declared the CBS Color-wheel sys-

tre first, but shorl-lived, color standard.

t, IxoqsrRIAL PRoDqcrs AND CoIvIMoNICATIoNS
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and Computers

br 1947, Philco manu-
receiving tubes,

and white picture
transistors at its plant

in Lansdale, PA.
The first Philco-
Ford car radios
were manufac-
tured there in
1 964.

Philco pro-
duced the f irst
all transistorized
portable TV
called the Safari
and introduced in
1959 which you can see at hllP:ll
www. rad i ol ag uy. com/ P h i lco S af a ri. htm.

ln

l December 11, 1961, Philco was purchased
Ford. lt was renamed Philco-Ford Corpora-
in 1966. Ford used the company to devel-

including radios and cruise controls

helped make Philco one of the world's
electronics companies, including sophisti-

tracking systems and artificial satellites,
f, conditioners, home entedainment prod-

electronic controls, and car radios. Also,
Mission Control Center in Houston was

hrift by Philco-Ford.
1975, the Lansdale plant audio engineer-

to nearby Blue Bell, PA and to Willow
dem suburb of Philadelphia, in 1978. ln

Predicta

1994, a brand-new manufacturing organization formed
what became known as Ford Electronics and Refrigera-
tion Corporation, or FERCO for short.

ln August 1980, the car radio-engineering group,
based by then in Willow Grove, moved to Dearborn, Michi-
gan, home of the Ford Motor Company. Corporately,
Philco no longer exists, but the Philco brand name is still

carried by several different companies and holding groups
throughout the world.

THE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

.,,,,, 1824, lhirly-four years after Ben's death,
,,ii:i::i. iladelphia's Franklin lnstitute was founded for'':rr, 

ence education and research. lts provision for
free iiistruction to young men led to the first Philadelphia
public high school (Central High), and soon after to insti-
tute sponsorship of Pennsylvania's first engineering and
architectural schools. The success of the industrial exhibi-
tions begun , in 1824,|ed to the Franklin lnstitute Science
Museum opening in 1826, at 17 South 7th Street in

Philadelphia (now occupied by the Atwater Kent Museum),
and moving in 1934 to 20th and Benjamin Franklin Park-
way. The intent of the Science Museum was to increase
understanding of science and technology through exhibits
that demonstrate basic scientific principles and phenome-
na and to motivate students to pursue careers in these
areas by offering special programs such as science fairs,
student seminars, lectures, and science workshops.

ln the Fels Planetaruim, a Zeiss projector and other
instruments project images of celestial phenomena on the
stainless steel dome ceiling. The observatory, on the
museum roof, is equipped with two large telescopes. The
Franklin lnstitute included 250,000 volumes and more
than 5,500,000 U.S., British, and Swiss patents and was
one of the largest collections of scientific and technical
information in the nation. Franklin Memorial Hall, with its
marble statue of Benjamin Franklin by James Earle Fray-
er, is a national memorial to Franklin.

The research laboratories adjacent to the museum pro-

vided facilities for more than 300 scientist and behavioral
specialist. Research areas included aerospace, applied
physics, applied sciences, chemistry, electrical, mechanical
and nuclear engineering, operational research, materials
science and engineering, and science information services.
The Bartol Foundation Laboratories, in Swarthmore, con-
ducted studies in physics, cosmic rays and astronomy.

The lnstitute's annual Medal Day Awards encourage
scientific research by providing scholarships for achieve-
ment. Recipients of the Franklin Medal, its highest honor,
include Thomas Edison, George Mascair, Niels Bohr,

Orville Wright, Albert Einstein, and Enrico Fermi.

- Continued on Page 20
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Systems Engineering - A Formal
Beginning

efore World War ll and ever since, Systems
t,.Engineering has been practiced in the Bell Lab-
oratories, and during World War ll the field of

operatidns research became prominent. lt became evi-
dent to a few engineers that operations research was in
most respects a pafi of systems engineering.

After several experimental seminars on "systems engi-
neering and operations research," the Moore School of
the University of Pennsylvania organized, through a
national committee, a Workshop in Systems Engineering.
This was held in 1959 on campus, with representatives
from more that 50 institutions in attendance. There were
extensive talks of what constituted the elements of sys-
tems engineering and examples of major applications.
This workshop had a profound effect, with numerous spe-
cialized courses and, finally, a curriculum in the under-
graduate sense and a specialty in the graduate sense
becoming broadly available.

It is believed that the Moore School graduate seminars
which preceded the workshops, were the first university
@urses in systems engineering, and that the workshop
started the growth in systems engineering courses and
curricula which exist in abundance today.

As an aside, we might mention that the workshop was
attended by an otticer of the Ford Foundation, and it was
from his discussions with members of the Moore School
staff at the time, that talks were initiated which led to a $3
million Ford Grant for Engineering at the University of
Pennsylvania.

Chest Radiograph

f-f rom 1925 to 1943, Professor Charles Weyl,

ft moore Schoolof Electrical Engineering, Univer-
I. sity of Pennsylvania, and several of his col-

leagues, worked on problems related to the making of
X-ray films of the chest. There were elements of systems
engineering in the project, although that name had not yet
gained popularity.

What follows is a summary of an effort to improve
apparatus and techniques for making and using X-ray
films of the chest. The work was supported by the Ameri-
can Lung Association, several insurance companies, and
by manufacturers of X-ray equipment.

The chief objective was to find out how to produce X-
ray films of the chest that would display as accurately as

IEEE Philadelphia Section

possible signs by which physicians could diagnose dis"
eases of the lung. Although there was no specific cure d
that time for tuberculosis, accurate knowledge of the
progress of the disease from physical signs and
larly from X-ray films was essential to decisions as to
to treat each patient.

Weyl's first contribution was the development of
pulse relay, which was designed to cause the X-ray
sure to be synchronized with a particular phase of the
diac cycle. For this work, Professor Weyl was awarded
Edward Longstreth Medal, by the Franklin lnstitute,
1930. This pulse relay was initiated by the pulse in
carotid artery. A time delay was inserted so that the X
exposure occurred in diastole, i.e., when the heart
vessels were nearly stationary. The use of the pulse
produced stereoscopic films taken in the same phase
the cardiac cycle; all parts of the chest were perceived
three dimensions with minimum blurring (unsharpness).

It became clear about 1932, that a major
should be to find out how physicians in hospitals
tuberculosis sanitoria were producing X-ray films of
chest, what were the physical characteristics of
films, and how the equipment and exposure
could be modified to improve the quality of the films
required the design and construction of portable
ment to measure high voltage, X-ray tube current,
other technical factors, and particularly to measure
ographic results without excessive exposure of
to X-rays.

It was found that each of the several areas in the
corresponded in photometric density to the
beneath a parlicular thickness of aluminum,
the wide variations produced by the several different
niques. Therefore, it was not necessary to make
films in each hospital or sanitorium; exposing the
minum ladder provided the key information as to the
sity and contrast chest films made at that institution.

Work on chest radiography in the Moore School
to a conclusion early in the Second World War, when
members chose to participate in activities directly
to that war. Furthermore, the basis for the
high-quality chest films had been established.
thanks to antibiotics, and other developments in
and medicine, tuberculosis is no longer a major
Such is the fast-changing face of science and

Almanack Centennial



TELEPHONE AND AT&T

nvented 126 years ago, the telephone has evolved
eonsiderably. Even now, the cell phone has further
revolutionized communications with its mobility.
owing is a brief history of the telephone,s evolution

MER, CoMMERCIAL E IxousTRIAL PRoDqcTS AND CoMM(NIcATIoNS
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COMMUNICATION - Graham Bell and a group of patent owners had begun the
leasing of telephones, and granting licenses throughout
the country.)

Meanwhile, the telephone was also being introduced in
other Pennsylvania cities. ln 1gg0, Horace A. Clute of
Western Union was licensed by the American Bell Tele_

The climax to a series of mergers from the late 1gOOs
and early 1900s occurred in 1907 when the Bell Tele_
phone
Centra
pany o
graph and Telephone Company of pennsylvania. The
Lehigh Telephone Company, with headquarlers in Allen_
town, consolidated under the Bell banner in 1930.

ln September 1945, the last direct competing tele_
phone system in the country the Keystone Telephone
Company joined Bell ending the customer irritant of hav_
ing two or more competing telephone companies serving
the same city or town.

ln 1881, Bell of pennsylvania began recording techno_
logical break-throughs. The placement of the firit under_
ground cable, using a wooden box for conduit, was
recorded as a major event.

near Pittsburgh in 1904. Transcontinental service began in
1915, with the completion of the first call between
Philadelphia and San Francisco.

Delaware Valley.

Philadelphia switchboard from which he ran iron
to three potential financial supporters. (Alexander

February 11, 1915, Belt of pennsylvania taunched
; of the first transcontinentat long distance seruices.

telephone and the thought of a new communica_
business. Cornish obtained rights to form The Tele_

Company of Philadelphia, and the first two
in the state were installed in his home and in a

1877,Thomas E. Cornish, a philadelphia electrician,
ed from Boston with Alexander Graham Bell's newly

Street appliance shop. ln the summer of 1877,
ted two former telegraph company men to install

- Conttnued on page 22
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Early phone books had the space to lead two lives.
This one doubled as a ledger.

ln 1906, independent telephone companies in Hazel-
ton and Allentown introduced a primitive form of customer
dialing. lt was the addition of the dial to candlestick sets
that spawned a communications revolution in the 1920s.
ln 1923, machine-switching panels, designed to serve big

cities, were installed in Philadelphia's Sherwood office.
ln 1925, creation of Bell Telephone Laboratories as the

research and development resource for Bell companies,
triggered a string of technological firsts for Bell of Penn-
sylvania and provide the fast-growing company with
improved ways of working and serving its customers.

ln 1943, Bell cut over the newly developed No.4 toll
switching machine in Philadelphia. ln 1948, Bell System's
most advanced switching-machine, the No. 5 Crossbar,
was installed in Media. lt was also the first equipped Auto-
matic Message Accounting system.

ln 1956, an Automatic Call Distributor went into service
for the first time anywhere at West Chester. From 1958
through 1962, the Conshohocken Accounting office served
as the proving ground for the use of large-scale computers
for billing and maintaining customer records. The first Elec-
tronic Data Processing (EDP) bills were mailed to cus-
tomers in 1960.

ln 1966, a big telephone jump across the Atlantic took
place when the first direct dialed long distance call was made

IEEE Philadelphia Section

its move into the electronic age in 1967, with the cutover
of the first Electronic Switching System (ESS) in Philadel-
phia's Germantown office. Bell System's phase-out of
panel equipment was completed in 1978. ln 1977,Lhe
fourth ESS, a solid-state super switcher with an hourly call
processing capability of 550,000 calls, was installed in

Wayne and Pittsburgh as joint Bell-Long Lines operations.
ln the summer of 1965, the pioneer Traffic Service

Position System (TSPS) office opened in Philadelphia to
make operator service calls dialable by customers, and
replace the switchboards of yesteryear with the pushbut-
ton operator consoles of tomorrow. The 1970 Philadelphia
debut of the TSPS was first of many TSPS conversions
across the state. They streamlined the handling of opera-
tor-assisted calls and made possible the centralization of
operator services in fewer more efficient locations.

The last half of the 20th century saw the breakup of the
AT&T Company and the introduction of the cellular phone.
It has been said that Bell created the telephone and
Theodore N. Vail created the telephone business. Cer-
tainly the personality and personnel policies of Vail helped
to build the telephone company's reputation as "a good
place to work."

22 Almanack Centennial Issue [tr,,
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rcER-
NTIFIC AND ENGINEERING

UMENTATION

or over 100 years, the Biddle Company, now a
division of AVO lnternational has been the pre-
rnier provider of electric text equipment and

instruments for electric power applications.
". the James G. Biddle Co., its worldwide-know
t band names include Multi-Amp, Biddle, and

--s diverse testing products provide for cable fault
crotective relay testing and on-line monitoring of

equipment.
Pncr to 1962, Biddle was located within Philadelphia,
ff t-ErT moved from 1211-13 Arch Street to facilities in

=el 
Montgomery County, and is now located in Nor-

Subsequently, a high-voltage testing laboratory
effid for testing up to 1,000 KV ac.

tffi,urlr--cn"ate development of Biddle included many merg-
MrE 3,uy-oUts. ln 1888, Biddle joined the 28-year old

dr'- Queen & Company, which manufactured and
: scientific and technical equipment. Queen &

included other future innovators, such as Arthur
'fllllrrmas. F. J. Stokes, and Morris E. Leads. ln 1895,

r,:rmed his own company that, through many own-
f,anges, has continued by name to the present.
le business was for importing and reselling sci-
rd engineering instrumentation primarily from

lnlost sales were for instruments, but also includ-
radio, and battery equipment. ln 1910, Mr. Bid-

rmf,a.r.e the American distributor of the English
-lMegge/'tester. World War ll caused Biddle to

rnTar^..r1acturing this tester from 1942 lo the present.
1'rre ili,ar. product innovation became a way of life and

l-.*s'former Turn Ratio (TTR) Test Set
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Biddle products began to dominate the imports.
ln 1988, the James G. Biddle Company was pur-

chased by AVO lnternational, Ltd., and in '1990 AVO was
purchased by T.B.G., lnc.

Subsequently, the division name was changed to "Meg-
ger." The following company innovations and product intro-
ductions identified by Mr. Biddle and by his staff, have had
major impacts on scientific and engineering instrumentation:
. Likely the first X-ray tube used in the U. S. imported

from Germany and sold to Westinghouse.
. The first portable insulation tester Megger sold in the

U.S. was imported from England.
. The first centrifical and chronometric tachometers used

in the U.S.
. lntroduction of state-of-the-art, precision, electrical

instruments and standards with Germany the most
impoftant source.

. ln 1957, it manufactured the first commercially available
capacitive discharge device for power cable fault loca-
tion. This technique is now used throughout the world.

. ln 1951, it made available the first Partial Discharge
Detector, vital to the electric power and aerospace
industries.

. lt was the first American company to produce and sell
very-low-frequency, high-voltage test sets for cable and
generator testing.

. lt was a pioneer in the design of resonant high-voltage
power supplies. lt patented and introduced the first par-

allel resonant test sets.
. lt introduced the first partial discharge free test termina-

tions using deionized water - now in worldwide use.
. lt was a world innovator in introducing an insulation test

system using a micro-computer to automatically perform
sophisticated measurements.

. lt pioneered an electronic instrument to measure
extremely low resistance with relatively heavy current.

- Continued on Page 24
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. lt introduced a range of products for measuring the qual-
ity of power transformers, ranging from porlable to fac-
tory test systems.

TECHNITROL

ased in Philadelphia, Technitrol, in Trevose, pA,
is now a world-wide manufacturing company of'electrical components, electrical iontacts and

uch as appliances,
machinery.
lant in philadetphia,

nt Counter and Dis_

pei minute. Even in the ,gOs, 24 bills in up to four denomi-
nations could be dispensed in about 4 seconds.

VISHAY INTERTE CHNOLO GY

n 1962, Dr. Felix Zandman, the current Chair or
ffte Board and Chief Executive Officer, a physicist,
founde-d Vishay, in Malvern, pA, to develop and

manufacture "Bulk Metal,, foil resistors.
ln the 1950s, Zandman received patents for photo

stress coatings and instruments used to reveal and mea_
sure the distribution of stresses in structures under life
load conditions, such as airplanes and cars. That led him
to the development of ultra-precise and ultra_stable foil
resistors that continue to provide performance far beyond
any other resistor available.

ln the '60s and ,70s, Vishay established itself as a mar_
ket and technical leader in foil resistors, ,,photoStress,,

pi"dygq, and strain gages. tn the ,80s, Vishay expanded
into high volume resistors by growth and acquisitions

IEEE Philadelphia Section

AND COMM(NICATIONS

- Continued from Page

(Dale Electronics and others). ln the ,gOs, it expanded
the high-volume capacitor market by major acqr
including Sprague Electric, Roederstein, and Vi
Since 1997, Vishay is also in the discrete
market. Lately, it acquired other leading manufacturers
passtve components and transducers.

Today, Vishay is a g2 biilion (sates in 2OO2) gtobat
pany with a blue-chip customer base such as lBM,
Samsung, Siemens, Nokia, Sony and many ol
Vishay sales in 2002 were 3g% in Asia, 31% in Eu

into an estimated 150 homes. Channel3 continued
break new ground by broadcasting 60 hours of the 1S
National Republican Convention, the first major cove
of a national political conclave and the first,,remote,,
cast locally. The signal was sent to the station,s tow
then located in Wyndmoor, pA to princeton, NJ, and on
the Empire State Building in New york City from
NBC broadcast it nationally.

ln 1941, the station gained commercial status under
call letters WPTZ-TV, the first commercialtelevision
to be licensed in pennsylvania by the Federal Cor
cations Commission and the second in the country.

Throughout the 1940s, Channel 3 continued to c
both its station and the medium. ln .1g41, 

the
brought viewers the first telecast of philadelphia,s

and 31% in the Americas.

BROADCAST CHANNEL 3

largest affiliate - has continued to be an innovator
news and entertainment, but it is now part of CBS.

As an experimental station in 1932, Channel 3,
operating out of the philco plant at C & Tioga Streets,
up to its label. Founded by philco, the stalion first b
cast into the homes of 100 of the company's emplo,
mostly engineers. As the philco engineeri tinkered
the new technology, the station aiied employee
shows and travelogues to check the quality of ihe
cast signal.

But it wasn't long before the staff began toying with
station programming as well. ln 1939, W3XE telecas
the first college night football game, Temple University
sus Kansas, and the following year started regutai
casts of the University of pennsylvania home
which it continued until 1951. That same year, the
became NBC's first affiliate, broadcasting network

24 Almanack Centennial
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Parade, and in 1942, produced and broadcast
opera nationally, Lasf Year's Nest.

110fr, Channel 3 got its first commercial sponsor,
Atantic Refining Company), which sponsored

But it was Gimbel Brothers that became the
H lull-show" sponsor that same year wilh All

Gfimbels. Local actress, Jane King, hosted the
d the show, demonstrating the department

and Uncle Wip, probably the first kiddie
hrst locally, introduced a company of talented

who sang and danced.
resn't until the early 1950s, when the television

lo become a fixture in many homes, that televi-
really took off locally. Channel 3 was the

too, giving TV its first celebrity, Ernie Kovacs.
erly programs for NBC, /t's Time for Ernie, in

by Ernie Kovacsland, and Kovacs On The
WPTZ-TV's Philadelphia studios.

SOs also saw significant pioneering in children's
Australian Lee Dexter made his Bertie the

an enchanting and popular fixture in chil-
TU along with characters Sir Guy, the Wily Fox, and
rd Gussy.

1953, Channel 3 became an NBC owned and
station. NBC acquired the station through an
of broadcast properties with Group W. and, in
changed WPTZ-TV's call letters to WRCV-TV.

1965, Channel 3 took on the call letters KYW-
Eoup W once again assumed ownership of the

station. Until that time, KYW-TV had been
in Cleveland and with its move to Philadelphia,

station took with il The Mike Douglas Show,lhe
syndicated program to originate in Philadelphia.
all of Channel 3's innovation hasn't been in enter-

ln 1968, KYW-TV pioneered lhe Eyewitness
bmat, which is now used throughout the country.

allowed repofters to deliver their own stories,
development since, in those days, all sto-

prepared by the station anchormen. The revolu-
on today as Channel 3's new anchors break new

h the cable industry.
Channel 3, located on historic lndependence

can reach into millions of homes - a figure that
have been incomprehensible to the Philco engi-
ftkering with 100 sets in their living rooms. And

empoyee talent shows are gone forever, W3XE's
egeriment continues every day as its grandchild,

3, goes on breaking new ground in broadcasting.

Philadelphia Section 25

AYDIN

rmer Aydin Corporation in the Philadelphia,i owned three product companies in the late
s and early seventies: Aydin Controls,

Aydin iUlonitor Systems and Aydin Vector. Aydin Controls
eventually spawned Aydin Computer Systems and were
both concerned with computer display terminals and
graphics systems. Their products served primarily the util-
ity industry in control rooms and plant monitoring.

Aydin Monitor Systems, and Aydin Vector provided
telemetry products and systems for aircraft, spacecraft,
and missile test programs of U.S. government agencies
and prime contractors. They were operated as indepen-
dent entities by Aydin Corporation until being combined as
Aydin Telemetry in the late 90's. Aydin Telemetry was sub-
sequently acquired by L3 Communications Corporation
and became a part of L3 Communications Telemetry East
division in Bristol, PA.

Aydin Monitor Systems specialized in ground based
aerospace PCM telemetry products and systems for
reception and processing of telemetry transmitted by air-
craft and spacecraft. Aydin Vector designed and produced
telemetry products for integration into airframes, space-
craft, and missiles. Both divisions were prime suppliers to
most major manned and unmanned space programs, and
many aircraft and missile test programs.

THRESHOLD TECHNOLOGY -Leader in Voice Recognition

hreshold Technology, lnc., headquartered in
, NJ, near Philadelphia, was

founded by Thomas B. Martin and Marvin Her-

al leader in the new and promising field of electronic
speech recognition.

Threshold pioneered the development and manufac-
ture of successful systems, which have proved both reli-
able and cost effective in various applications at some of
America's largest corporations.

lncorporated in 1970, Threshold became publicly
owned in early 1972. ln October 1973 Threshold and EMI
Limited, a billion-dollar London-based international elec-
tronics and leisure conglomerate, established a joint Unit-
ed Kingdom Co, EMI Threshold Limited, which markets
and services Threshold systems in Europe.

For many years, people have sought a way to control
machines to, "tell a machine what to do." Since the com-
puter became an integral element of business and indus-

- Continued on Page 26
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ty. scientists and engineers the world
over have been seeking a way to ,,talk 

to
the computer," to speak information
directly into its memory for storage, com_
putation, subsequent print-out and use.

Voice communication has been
viewed as the ultimate step towards sim_
plrfytng the dialog between humans and
machines. Historically, the mode of our

manipulation of special dials or keys in the
proper sequence under a rigid format. Any
deviation from this unnatural machine lan_
guage produced errors, which were not
easily recognized. Now, however, that
problem has been solved.

Threshold Technology, Inc. manufac_
fures and markets recognition systems,

- Continued from Page

Differential Analyzer

Aberdeen Proving Grounds Contract. He later sold
Army Ordinance the idea of an electronic trajectory co
puter, which the Army subsequenfly named the ENIAC_

at the Moore School of Etectricat

By J.G. Brainerd, LF'69

which for the first time allow one either to ,,talk,, information
directly into a computer, with no intermediate keying or
hand-written steps involved, or to control electro_mechan-
balsystems with voice commands.

fff. Computers and
fnstrumentation

- CoMpurERS 
-

T]NWERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Differential Analyzer

he Moore School had been involved in the com-
puting field for at least 10 years before the

standing production was the construction in 1933_35 of
he differential Analyzer, which was a machine about 50

:EEE Philadelphia Section

Moore School of Electrical Engineering had virtually
funds for the project but great good fortune matched
idea to the times (curiously, since it was 1933_35) andl
machine of about $200,000 value was achieved in 1935_

Only two other machines of this type existed, one
MlT, the other at the Army Aberdeen ijroving Grounds
Maryland.

When World War ll came along, the capacity of the E
ferential Analyzer at the Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen, was exhausted with calculating mosily
tables for artillery projectiles. The Moore dchool,s
entialAnalyzer came to its aid, which was running arr
the clock. Lt. Herman H. Goldstine supervised
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ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and EngineeringCalculator). ln this time it built small machines, but its out_

ENIAC - Computer Devetopment
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ENIAC, which was conceived, develc,, gned and built entirely within the philade
ion, and specifically in the Moore School

the woild's first large-scale digital electronic general_pu
computer. The history of its inception and creation has
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many adicles and books, and the ENIAC has become
r of historical imporlance. To summarize extremely
a stimulating memorandum was written by John W.

ly (Assistant Professor), given to J. G. Brainerd (pro-
and supervisor of other war research projects), and

, and within the University, by agreement of
ible officers, Brainerd was placed in complete

of the project, a position, as he afterwards said, he
not have taken if he did not know that he could
J. Presper Eckert, a brilliant instructor and gradu-

to the new project.
ENIAC project began June 1 , 1949, and the
was dedicated February 1946. lt was a huge

containing 18,000 vacuum tubes, almost four times
of resistors, and it had a frame about g0 feet

in the form of a U. ENIAC required environ-
cooling and several technicians around the clock

replace the vacuum tubes.
first paper ever written about large-scale electron-

general-purpose computers was the description
ENIAC, which appeared in February 1946 in The

Gazette, the Penn Alumni magazine. The
of potential application of large computers to

problems was written by Adolph Matz, professor
in Penn's Wharton School, and appeared

1946 in a professional accounting journal. That
an interesting short history in that it was reject-

as too ephemeral, but apparenily the publici-
accompanied the dedication of the ENIAC,

the editor's mind.
lloore Schoolwent on to build a second computer,

which was larger mathematically, but far

dscussed with Lt. Goldstein (liaison officer with the
Ordnance Department, stationed at the Moore

who effectively sold the idea to two superior offi- John W. Mauchly
The result was that the University submitted a formal Abstracted from an interview by Marian E Fegteyand was awarded a contract for the R&D work.

lllHer the contract the project was the responsibility of

I

smaller and more efficient physically, and had
stored memory. lt was not, however, the sec-
ond of the big computers because Maurice V.
Wilkes, Professor at the University of Cam-
bridge, England, finished his EDSAC sooner.
The EDSAC was a machine for which profes-
sor Wilkes set up a project immediately after
visiting the Moore School.

Later, the Moore School produced the
plans for the UDOFT (Universal Digital Opera-
tional Flight Trainer) under the direction of
Professor Morris Rubinoff. At the time, this
was the most flexible such device ever
designed. lt opened the field to training with
groups of planes simultaneously, rather than

with just one. The UDOFT was built by a commercial orga-
nization to the Moore School plans.

ENIAC weighed 30 tons, and occupied 1,500 square
feet of space on the first floor of the Moore School. lt was
capable of performing 300 multiplications per second. By
contrast, the fastest electromechanical devices at the time
could only do one multiplication per second.

circum-
,:r anCes

hich
shape our lives,
are varied,
often curious. One
might often won-
der what inspired
the great inven-
tions that changed
the course of
many lives. John
W. Mauchly relat-
ed his story of one
such invention,
ENIAC, the first
all-electronic
computer, as the
attainment of a
long sought goal.
Many factors had
combined to
inspire him to

machine which wourd do more 
"no 

oob,lil,X.1iffil'Xli
equipment than known lt did not happen in a flash, but

- Conttnued on Page 28
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pired years of working toward the goal despite much dis-

uragement from others This work continued even after

r ENIAC was comPleted.

opping for a bachelor's or master's degree'

tie iemained at John Hopkins as an assistant in

nysics for another year, after which he was named pro-

enerally applied to physics or chemistry in those days'

A second-hand oscilloscope purchased by Mauchly

ras used bY daY, but at night

as used to t Pulses to make

n electronic rather obvious to

)r. MauchlY, as it was
ount cosmic raYs. Th

)r was conceived as
rrocessed some of t
relieved that all one needed was suitable inputs from key-

pards or punched cards and outputs to punched cards or

rinters. He also realized that to be really useful, the equip-

nent must be able to store information and remember a

;et of instructions on what to do with the numbers'

About this time, he built an analog computer with 12

he electronic computer program stafied' Since Ursinus

College did not have the funds for such a project he con-

slOereO industry, government service, and other academ-

b institutions. At the same time, he sought opporlunities to

leam more about calculating instruments already in exis-

tence or proposed. He spoke freely of his ideas hoping for

both supPort and suggestions.

\EEE PhiladelP hia Section

- Continued from Page 27

A graduate course on the theory of design of comput-

ing initruments at the University of Pennsylvania attracted

hii attention because of Penn's differential analyzen

When Penn offered a summer defense training course in

electronics in the spring of 1941, he was quick to apply'

knowing that those completing courses would be consid-

ered hired in a defense industry.

He went to lowa State College (now lowa State Uni-

versity) to see Dr. a

computer (far from e

students. While the d

for Penn's summer course. Dr. Atanasoff and Mauchly had

met at an American Association for the Advancement of

Science meeting over a year earlier where Mauchly had

presented a paper in which he mentioned his idea for an

electronic comPuter.
Since the laboratory work for the course was about the

same as that which the Ursinus professor assigned to his

used by Army Ordinance to supplement its twin at

Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Both were hard at work for

the Ballistic Research Laboratories, calculating firing

tables of the path along which projectiles travel when fired'

When Lt. Goldstine, who was supervising the

Aberdeen Proving Grounds contract at the Moore School,

learned about Mauchly's ideas, he was fired with enthusi-

asm and asked Mauchly to submit a development propos-

al to the ArmY.
The proposal was made in early April and a contract for

research into an electronic trajectory computer with the

of vacuum tubes available in 1943 varied widely' Dr' Eck-

ert designed the circuits so circuit performance would be

independent of circuit current.
ln December of 1945, the monstrous machine was

completed. The electr d calcu-

tator, dubOed ENIAC half mil-

lion parts and over 18 0 tYPes'

60 kinds of resistors,
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L mid-February 1946, various news media carried the

that the ENIAC, an electronic computer,
invented by J. W. Mauchly and ..!. Presper Eck-

and built at the Moore School.
flE ENIAC, which required about 3 ms for a multiplica-

q did 5000 additions a second, promptty made relay

obsolete from the scientific viewpoint for they

top speed of about 10 additions per second. During

months at the Ballistic Research Laboratories, for a

week of actual work, ENIAC was equal to 500

computers working 40 hours with desk calculators.
anticipated that this rate would double or triple as the

gained experience. While designed primarily to
trajectories, the ENIAC was modified during the

to enable the machine to calculate a very wide

of problems. lt had two major limitations: its storage

was at most 20 numbers (of 10 decimal digits

and the instructions had to be set up through a slow
process of wire plugging or switch setting'

filtrough the ENIAC did not have a large storage

, the 1945 report gave a clear recognition of both

problems and the advantages to be gained through

availability of such a device. Actually the realization
tris was needed and could be included came in 1944'

was a crucial point as the ENIAC design was well

. As there was so much skepticism about its abil-

b function as proposed, work was continued on the

design. The ideas were recorded and later incor-

Fed in the EDVAC, built at the Moore School, the UNI-

ffi designed by Eckert and Mauchly and subsequently
by Remington Band, and the smaller BINAC.

The apptication for a patent on the ENIAC was the

tsBst ever filed up to that time, June 1947. No one

Ite patent office was then qualified to examine it.

D patent was issued 17 years Iater, nearly 8 years

-r ENIAC had been dismantled following 10 years

J continuous operation at Aberdeen Proving
Eounds.

I Presper Eckert, Jr.

.ohn Presper Eckert, Jr. was co-inventor of the
ENIAC computer in 1945. Working

an Army contract in World War ll to auto-

ae irtillery calculations, Mr. Eckert and Dr. John W.

Iauchly designed a computer with more that 18,000 vac-

urn tubes that received instructions through hundreds of

dles resembling an old time telephone switchboard.
The 30ton Electronic Numerical lntegrator and Com-

pter (ENIAC) was assembled at the Moore School. lt could

onplete in 30 seconds a trajectory calculation that took a

M<20 hours. Stacks of punched cards provided the data,

drich at times included work for the Manhattan Project.
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Although ENIAC
resembled a scene
from a 1950's science-
fiction movie, its flash-
ing pink lights, clicking
switches and miles of
cables hid a design
remarkably similar -
in concept, at least -
to modern comPuters.

Mr. Eckert is credit-
ed with having solved
the thorny problem of
reliability by running
the delicate vacuum
tubes, which failed
often, at low voltage
and avoiding brittle
solder connections by
relying on hundreds of

old-fashioned plugs. By rearranging the plugs and their
cables, the computer could be reprogrammed to solve a

wide variety of problems.
J. Presper Eckert, Jr., as he preferred to be known,

was born in Philadelphia. He earned a bachelor's degree

at the Moore School and joined the faculty shortly after
graduation.

ln 1943, he earned his master's and began collaborating
with Dr. Mauchly on solving the problem of compiling the

ballistics tables that artillery officers use to aim their guns.

For centuries artillery officers labored over those cal-

culations, and a small error could be disastrous. Many

variables, including wind, humidity, target elevation, dis-

tance and shell weight, made the calculations extremely
complicated and caused the Army to issue volumes of

hand-compiled tables.
Mechanical calculators helped, but the Army spent

much of World War ll looking for a way to avoid recalcu-
lating thousands of tables whenever even small changes
were made to the artillery.

ln addition, the Manhattan Project severely strained

even the most accurate mechanical calculators, which

were Rube Goldberg Devices that used motors, genera-

tors, photoelectric cells and vacuum tubes. ENIAC, not

unplugged until 1955, was the answer to both problems.

Mr. Eckert retired f rom Unisys in 1989, but continued to

be a consultant.
Mr. Eckert, who obtained 87 patents, received an

honorary doctorate from the University of Pennsylva-
nia in 1964. ln 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson
awarded him a medal for his work as co-inventor of
the computer.

- Continued on Page 30
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Commodore Grace M.
Hopper, USNR - Officiat
portrait photograph, taken
20 January 1984.
Photographed by James S Davis

Gruce Hopper

ear Admiral
Grace Hopper
was a mathe_

matician, computer scien_
tist, systems designer,
and the inventor of the
compiler. Her outstanding
contributions to computer
science benefited acade_
mia, industry, and the mili_tary. ln 1928, she
graduated from Vassar
College with a B.A. in
mathematics and physics
rnd joined the Vassar fac_
.rlty. While an instructor,
;he continued her studies
n mathematics at yale where she earned an M.A. in 1930md a Ph.D. in 1934. Grace Hopper i. t**n worldwide
or her work with the firs
lav/s Mark t. tn 1949,
lauchly, founded by th
uilding UNIVAC L Her
tg machines understand ordinary language instructions,nd urtimatery to the deveropment oit-n"-Lrriness ran-uage, COBOL. Grace Hopper served on in" faculty ofe Moore School for 15 years, anO in tgi+ received anDnorary degree from the University.

]CKERT.MAUCHLY C OMPUTER
:ORPORATION

oon after the ENIAC devel_
opment, Drs. Eckert and
Mauchly formed the Elec_

nic Control Company, which subse_
enfly became the Eckert_Mauchly
mputer Corporation. ln 1949, thii
npany completed a computer
led BINAC (BinaryAutomatic Com_
er), which was believed to be the

throp Corporation, California.
l-he development of BINAC
red as a test vehicle of plans Eckert_
rchly had formulated for the

'E Philadelphia Section

UNIVAC@I (UniversalAutomatic Computer). UNIVAC I wasthe world's first, general_purpose commlrciat computerabte to handte a wide variety bt rppfi.riion..
An atpha-numeric. machine, UfliVeC imaoe extensiveus9 of peripheral equipment _ card ,"rO"i, magnetic tapeunits and printer. Another signiticaniieatrr" *". that itwas able to simultaneously iead n"* inlorrrtion, com_pute information just read and record the output results.Data and program instruction *"r" 

"ltJtoreO 
in a mer-cury delay line memory. lnformation .ortJ O" recycled inthe line in the form of lcousticaf puises- itter pulses tra-versed the length of the mercury, if,"y woutO be read andautomatically introduced again to the OegN;ing of the line.Ttris process 

.coutd go on'indefinit"iy *iii" needed infor-mation could be accessed as fast 
". 

ZOO ,".

REMINGTON RAND

y Computer Corporation was
Rand, lnc. in 1g50, and

UNTVAC I devetopment

Bureau of the census in March ,Jul: 
tn" United states

The UNIVAC I central processor weighed 16,000pounds and used more than 6,000 vacru, trO".. lt couldperform about 1,000 calculations pei seconO.
UNTVAC I became-famous for its Lrse i; predicting theoutcome of the 1952 presidential election _ the first timea computer was used for this purpose. The computer pre-dicted that Eisenhower would defeat Stevenson by 4lgelectoral votes to 93. The actual 

"ornil-rin"d out to bevery close to this - 442 to g9 in taro, ot-iisenhower.
,^ .,1_''952, 

Bemington Rand maOe a seconO acquisitionrn the data processing field Oy purctrasing Engineering

- Continued from page 29
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Associates (ERA) of St. Paul, Minnesota. ERA
of a group of mathematicians and engineers

during World War ll, had been active in the develop-
of electronic cryptographic equipment.

After the war, ERA entered the data processing field
in 1950, delivered the first scientific computers in the

States to the U.S. Navy and Georgia lnstitute of
. Later known as the UNIVAC 1101, these

were markedly different from the UNIVAC l.

h contrast to the UNIVAC l's mercury delay line memo-
te UNIVAC 1101 stored programs and operating data
lhe sudace of a rotating magnetic drum. This early work

magnetic drums proved to be an invaluable experience
subsequent development of on-line, realtime systems.
The 1101 is believed to be the first electronic comput-

trat was used in a real-time, on-line mode. lt was direct-
connected to the wind tunnel at the Wright-Patterson

Air Force base in Dayton, Ohio. This analog informa-
recorded by sensors in the wind tunnel was convert-

to digital form, transmitted to the computer, processed
the computer, converted again to analog form, and
back to the wind tunnel to help control and adjust its

ln 1953, the 1103, an improved version of the 1101,

was produced. (See the ENIAC to UNIVAC Flow Chart
above.) This was the first commercial computer to be

delivered to a customer with coincident current magnetic
core storage. The UNIVAC 1103 was 2,000 time faster
than the 1101.

During the early 1950's, following the installation of the
Bureau of Census UNIVAC l, computers started to move
out of the laboratory and into the business world. ln 1954,

the first system delivered to a non-government customer
went to General Electric in Louisville, Kentucky.

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

5 Remington Rand and Sperry were consoli-
r to form Sperry Rand. Univac became a sepa-

ivision of Sperry Rand in 1962. The division

namii'was changed to Sperry Univac in 1973, and the cor-
porate name to Sperry in 1979. (See Flow Chart on Page 13.)

Simultaneously, there were several facility changes

- Continued on Page 32
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Flow Chart History of the Digital Computer 1946 - 1955
From the ENIAC to the UNIVAC

1 950

1952

ilp itroore School . U of P
1946 ENTAC

Remington RandElectronic Control ComPanY
1946 - 1950

Eckert - Mauchly Corp.
1949 BTNAC

ERA (St. Paul, MN)
1950 UNIVAC 1101

1950 UNIVAC I

1951 to the US Bureau
of Census

1952 Prediction of
Presidential Elections

Sperry Corp.1953 UNIVAC 1103
1953 First Commercial
Computer for Lab Work

1954 First Non-Government
Customer: GE

1955 Sperry Rand
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t
rtg on during this period of computer development in
> Philadelphia area. After leaving the University of Penn-
lvania, Eckert and Mauchly established their company
1215 Walnut Street. ln 1948 they moved to Broad and
ring Garden Streets, also in the center city area. ln
49 the company moved to Ridge Avenue in North
riladelphia. Subsequently, after Remington Rand
quired control, the Eckert-Mauchly division was head-
artered at three separate locations on Allegheny
'enue in North Philadelphia between 1952 and 1955.
ln 1961 , a Univac Engineering Center was established

Blue Bell, PA, and gradually the company's personnel
rre relocated from North Philadelphia. The Blue Bell site
came the world headquafters in 1966.
Speny pioneered many computer advances, originat-

;or improving upon major historical developments in the
ld of data processing. These improvements have
anned every generation of computers trom those in the
a of vacuum tubes, to the introduction of transistors, and
er to semiconductor integrated circuits. Main memory
velopments progressed over the years from mercury
{ay lines and magnetic drums to ferrite cores, plated
re and then to integrated circuit technology.
Progress in the development of peripheral equipment

gt pace with improvements in the central processor.
rough the years, refinements and new engineering
finiques produced peripheral equipment with even
fier operating speeds and greater capabilities.
Wrtt the growth of data communications, production of

th the printer and visual display type of remote terminal
came a major part of Sperry manufacturing.

Flow Chart History of Sperry Corporation

Sperry UNIVAC (1973)

Sperry Corp. (1979)

Computer Systems (1 982)
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Another area in which Sperry excelled was the
opment of real-time computers. The development of
first operational real{ime computer originated in
when the US Navy asked Sperry to help in the
ment of a system that would instantaneously and
ically accept, process, and display vital tactical
in shipboard combat centers. Sperry s
designed and built a real-time computer that was known
NTDS (Naval Tactical Data System). One such
which enables all the fighting and maneuvering of a
force to be coordinated from the bridge of one ship,
installed in the 85,000 ton aircraft carrier USS

The experience obtained in developing the naval
was later incorporated in the first commercial real-time
tems introduced by Sperry - the 490 Series of

Real-time systems, which were a prominent part of
Apollo (Man-on-the-Moon) program conducted by
National Aeronautical and Space Administration
are installed at control centers in the United States as
as on land and ship tracking stations throughout the

Sperry computers formed the heart of the NASA
wide communications network (NASCOM) centered at
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, MD. ln
to the NASCOM network, severalSperry 1218 model
puters assisted NASA operators in monitoring the
nauts' physical condition on missions, as well as
spacecraft's on-board systems during the six-minute
over the tracking stations. Other Sperry systems were
in the NASA facilities at Goddard, Slidell, Houston, and
Marshall Space Flight Center at Huntsville, Alabama.

Another NASA project in which Sperry
played a major role was the Mariner program for
exploration of the planets, conducted by the jet Propu
Laboratory at the California lnstitute of Technology
Pasadena. On the Mariner 9 mission, Sperry 1230
puters processed photographs of Mars taken from e
spacecraft at distances varying from 76 to 146 millior
miles from Earth.

ln the military area, the Defense Systems Division (DSDD
has supplied several NavalTactical Systems (NTDS) to tre
U.S. Navy and to warships of other nations in the Nortr
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Micro-electronic con>
puters and advanced computing equipment for the
Polaris/Poseidon submarine navigation system and airbone
computers for the anti-submarine warfare program are
examples of other equipment furnished by DSD to the Navy

Among other significant Sperry contributions to the
nation's defense programs was the provision of more thd
160 computers for the U.S. Air Force's Base Level Supdy
lnventory Accounting system, and the installation of real-
time computers for the Defense Department's AUTODIN
(AUTOmatic Dlgital Network) high-speed, worldwide conr
munication systems.

Early in 1983, the U.S. Air Force awarded Sperry a
$520 million contract (in its first stage), known as Project
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ftom Page 32 -
Four, to update the Base Level Supply lnven-

system.
nttat time, this was considered to be the largest single

compute( order of rts kind on record. Among the
military applications of Sperry real-time computers

systems supplied for processing airline reseruations
air traffic control by the FederalAviation Agency.

fhe ARTS lll computed-aided traffic control system,
around Sperry systems, is generally considered

me of the best air traffic control advancements.
&yond the numerous computer systems used in air

Sperry customers represent a diversified
of interests (engineering laboratories, petroleum

geophysical exploration firms, manufacturing
banks, savings and loan associations, insur-

ompanies, stock brokerage companies, distributors
information, newspapers, hospitals, universi-

and state and local government agencies).
ftrnputers from Sperry continually included new tech-

advances in the state of the art. From such earlier
as the LARC, the UNIVAC ll and ttt, and the Sotid

System came many advances incorporated into
models. The Sperry 1107, announced in 1962,

fie first commercial computer to employ thin{ilm
The 1100/20 and 110Ol4O systems, introduced
, 1975, marked the first use of semiconductor

circuits in the main processors of large-scale
@mputers.

$erry's groMh curve took on a new dimension in Jan-
1972, when the company acquired RCAs former

customers and assumed responsibility for pro-
hardware and software support to these users in

lhited States, Canada and Mexico.
rlis customer base included 1000 computer installa-

and 500 customers. ln addition, about 2,500 profes-
personnel, formerly with the RCA computer

, joined Sperry.

$eny entered the minicomputer market in 19tT by
Varian Data Machines, a subsidiary of Varian

Palo Alto, CA.
fn October 1982, Sperry announced its entry into
ffice systems market with the introduction of the

KrM office system.
h reinforce their technological leadership, Sperry then

active in joint ventures with other companies.
in 1983, Sperry joined Microelectronics Computer

Corp. (MCC), a consortium formed by 12
companies headquartered in Austin, Texas.

objectives were to share the high costs of research
development, to stay abreast of the worldwide devel-

in computer technology, and to keep the United
in the leadership position in advanced research.

lleadquartered in Blue Bell, PA, the Computer Sys-
unit of Sperry serued more than 15,000 customers in

Philadelphia Section 33
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BURROUGHS

1885, at the age of 28, Witliam S. Burroughs tited
application for his first patent, establishing pri-

for the adding and listing machine. He didn't
invent the adding machine in the sense that he

created it from nothing. (Calculating devices had existed
for centuries, at least since the abacus.) He combined
existing technologies to build the first practical adding
machine, which was manufactured by the newly formed
American Arithmometer Company, renamed the Burroughs
Adding Machine Company in 1905.

ln 1944, Burroughs was awarded an Army-Navy ,,E,, for
outstanding achievement in the production of war materi-
al, principally the Norden bombsight, which made accu-
rate high-altitude bombing possible and was considered
by some military authorities as the single most significant
device in shoftening the war.

ln 1949, permanent facilities for electronic research and
development were established near philadelphia. Three
years later an Electronic lnstrument Division was estab-
Iished in that city to manufacture and market scientific instru-
ments and electronic memory components and systems.

The emphasis on electronic products resulted in a
series of innovative banking and accounting machines
called the Sensimatic, which was produced by Burroughs
in the late 1940s. ln 1950, the company introduced the
first Sensimatic accounting machine with programmed
control panel, a product considered the greatest advance
in accounting machines in 25 years. ln 1951, experiments
began at the company's research and development cen-
ter, which were aimed at developing a series of computers
specifically for business problem solving.

ln parallel with Burroughs development of electronic
products for accounting applications, the company
expanded its capability for development of larger, multi-
purpose computer systems. The Burroughs memory sys-
tem, built in 1952 for ENIAC, the world's first electronic
computer, increased the computer's memory capacity six-
fold and demonstrated the company's capability in elec-
tronic computation.

With the acquisition of several companies in the late
1940s, and early 1950s, Burroughs began to diversify its
operations. Burroughs acquired the Electro-Data Corpora-
tion of Pasadena, California in 1956. Electro-Data, a lead-
ing producer of computing equipment, provided Burroughs
with much needed engineering and manufacturing capac-
ity. The same year Burroughs Great Valley Laboratories
were opened in Paoli, PA.

Burroughs development of a full range of computer
systems progressed steadily. The B 5000, introduced in
1961, was regarded as the most advanced business and
scientific computer offered by any manufacturer. lt depart-

- Continued on Page 34
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ed from traditional concepts of com-
puter design and featured such pio-
neering concepts as automatic
multiprogramming, exclusive use of
compiler languages, Burroughs
Master Control Program, and virtual
memory.

The B 5000 was followed by the
more powerful B 5500 system in
1964, as Burroughs began its fami-
ly approach to computer design.
The 500 family served a broad
cross-section of data processing
requirements in fields such as
banking, manufacturing and gov-
ernment.

Burroughs' success at solving
business problems took a further
evolutionary step in the late 1960s
with the introduction of the Series TC terminal computers
and the series L mini-computers. As developments in
microcircuitry were applied to Series TC and Series L sys-
tems in the 1960s and 1970s, the systems evolved from
electro-mechanical machines to fully electronic computers.

The early programs to expand Burroughs electronic
capabilities also resulted in the company being awarded
numerous government and defense contracts. Burroughs
computers were used by the United States Navy in its
POLARIS program and by the U.S. Air Force in the SAGE,
ALRI, and BUIC Continental Air Defense networks. ln
1961, Burroughs was named by the Air Force as hardware
contractor for the NORAD combat operations computer
complex and data display system.

During this time, Burroughs was also an active partici-
pant in the U.S. space program. The world's first opera-
tional transistorized computer, produced by Burroughs in
1957, was used in guiding the launch of the Atlas lnter-
continental Ballistic Missiles. A later version of this com-
puter guided every launch in the Mercury and Gemini
programs of manned space flights.

With the completion of the first space rendezvous,
made in 1965 between GeminiVland Vll, Burroughs guid-
ance computers had handled more than 300 successful
missions without failure, error or delay.

Throughout Burroughs' extensive involvement in elec-
tronic research, defense projects, and the space program,
the company remained in the forefront of the commercial
market by supplying a variety of products for banking and
business.

The 1970s saw the futher merging of Burroughs electron-
ics and computer development efforts of the previous two
decades. The decade also marked Burroughs entry into other
areas of information management, principally office automation.

Burroughs Series TC and Series L electronic systems,
which had been introduced in the late 1960s, were contin-

IEEE Philadelphia Section
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The ARTS ll system, manufactured in Paoli, PA for tlc
PAA by the Custom Products Group of Burroughs
ration, is used to control air traffic at 96 small and
um-sized airports in the U.S.

ually refined for various business applications.
refinements, along with continued electronic
ments, led to the introduction of the B 80 series of
scale computer systems in 1976.

Burroughs also continued to place strong
the development of lager computer systems durirg
1970s. Following the successful 500 family of
the 700 family was introduced between 1971 and the
of 1975.

ln late 1975, Burroughs began introducing the 800
ily of systems with the announcement of a series of
puters designed for medium-to-large-scale

ln 1979, Burroughs announced the first models
900 family of systems. The 900 models typically
half the space and required 50 percent less power
ate than the 800 family models.

The Burroughs expansion in data processing
alleled by its entry into the office automation market
company entered the facsimile communications
1975. ln 1979, the company added an optical
recognition page reader system to this growing
office automation products, which became an
important segment of Burroughs "total solution"
to information management.

ln the early '80s Burroughs, together with
Technologies, introduced the B 20, a family of
microcomputers.

ln software, Burroughs introduced a new product
LINC (an acronym for Logic and lnformation Network
piler) that actually wrote other programs for a wide

34 Almanack Centennial
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tusiness situations. Since you didn't have to be a pro-

al programmer to use it, LINC put the power of the
in the hands of a great many more people.

n 1986, Sperry and Burroughs, two giants of the com-
industry, joined forces to form Unisys Corporation.

introduced lhe 2200 Series, a forerunner of the
mt ClearPath HMP lX system. ln 1989, Unisys intro-

Micro A, the first desktop single-chip mainframe

\ISYS

nisys carries forward the heritage of innovation
established with UNIVAC today with the Unisys
Enterprise Server ES7000. This is the first
platform to bring mainframe-class, standards-

computing to the Microsoft Windows environment,
enterprise-class scalability, uninterrupted avail-

r. flexible resource reallocation, easy systems admin-
management and customer support that make the
of the Windows-based mainframe a reality. The

ns Cellular MultiProcessing server architecture on
he ES7000 server is based is capable of supporting

32-processor image of Windows. lt was designed
mcipation of the advanced scale-up characteristics of

:oerating system. For most of the two years since the
uncement of Windows 2000 Datacenter Server, the
,s ES7O00 has been the only server platform to take

eorantage of the operating system's ability to scale to
E 32 processors.

he word UNIVAC (UniversalAutomatic Compute)
:o mean computer. Other government agencies

fe U.S. Navy and large commercial companies like
Electric were soon lining up for a UNIVAC to

he challenges of high-volume transaction pro-
previously done with manual and mechanical
Photos couftesy of Unisys Corporation.)

ln the 1952 presidential election, the newly developed UNI-
VAC I computer correctly predicted a landslide victory for
Dwight D. Eisenhower over Adlai E. Stevenson. Walter
Cronkite, CBS News, right, waited for the UNIVAC's pre-
diction along with co-designer J. Presper Eckeft Jr., center.
The "giant electronic brain" made its forecast early in the
evening. So early that the news media waited to confirm it
with the actualvote counts across the nation. UNIVAC co-
designer John W. Mauchly was the other half of the
dynamic team that first sparked the computer revolution
with the development of ENIAC at the Moore School of
Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania. Together,
Mauchly and Eckert were prime movers in bringing the
concept of an all electronic large-scale computer from con-
cept to reality. Philadelphia, known for starting everything
from the American Revolution to the Slinky, was the site of
development and manufacturing for production of UNIVAC.
First order was to the U.S. Census Bureau in 1951.
(Photos couftesy of Unisys Corporation.)

ln that brief period of time, enterprises have seen
the performance of ES7000 servers reach levels
that once could only be achieved by much more
expensive UNIX-based systems. More recently, the
combined technologies have nearly doubled those
pedormance levels.

Unisys has not only taken advantage of the
advanced enterprise-capable features built into the
Microsoft Windows 2000 Datacenter Server operat-
ing system, it has had a shaping hand in defining
their design and engineering their execution. lmpor-
tant examples of mainframe-style capabilities include
change management, configuration audits and the

ability to reallocate resources within a system to meet
unanticipated shifts in workload. Unisys is playing a key
role in bringing dynamic partitioning, a critical mainframe
capability that enables administrators to move workloads
to alternate computing resources without reboots, to the
Windows 2000 Datacenter Server.

- Continued on Page 36
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RCA
RCA BIZMAC

in the industry. By 1960, the Corporation had introduce:

irr" .orp""t hcn 301 for medium-size and small bus-

nesses, and had announced a coming third entry' the RCr

;il;i;; iarge entetprises and scientific computation'-- 
ln 1959]RCA introduced DaSpan' a computer-to-con-

puter communications system that could span a continer-Tr-

InJg"ih"t and coordinate vital data from the many plars

of a large industrial enterprise' ,.^^,r, ha*r
The same computer-communications know-hc'ttt

*rO" nCn the supplier to Western Union' the prime

lonir".to, of an automatic electronic data switching

ri.,* iot the Air Force Control Logistics Netwo-tl

i6l.f-ogN"t) linking 350 bases and stations acrG*
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IZMAC
(Business
Machine),

cations systems.--- 
erogt".t in circuit design and system concepts 'ed

to a mJlor step forward, in 1964' RCA introdu-c:1tr

containing 27,000
iuU", unO 6Z,OOO diodes and occupying an area equal to

" 
tootO"ff field (including the end zones)' was built by RCA

Engin""rlng Pioducts diuition, Camden' NJ' The system'

o"r"lri"i"O t"o tre US Army Ordinance--Tank Automotive

6".r".0, Detroit, Ml in Dlcember' 1956' was the world's

[ig"., Lf"",ronic brain at the time' The $5 million system

was placed into operation in October 1957' and it suc-

cessfully tracked over 100 million tank and automotive

.p"t" p",t. in the Army's w:rldwide inventory'

an electronic data
processing system RCA BlzMAc

RCA Camden

Sp""tt, iO l"ti"., the first in the industry of a new tf'ttd

n 1958, RCA launched its major venture. into the

electronic data processing field with the introduc-

tion of the RCA 501, a medium-sized commercial

busrness computer and the first fully transistorized system

-RcA 

computer center, cherry Hill, New Jersey

Willow Grove Plant.

Philco Transac 52000

RCA 501 ComPuter
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camden computer Mitestones are tabulated below:

- A joint RCA Laboratories-RCA Camden team,

ored by the US Navy under the title Project Typhoon,
The largest and most accurate electronic analog computer

built to that date to evaluate performance of guided missiles'

a computer containing 4,000 electron tubes

performance of guided missiles, ships, sub-

lltlilElltrcs. and airPlanes.

- RCA Camden initiates an intensive $10.6 miltion Marks RCAs entry into the ftedgling computer business'

in electronic systems for computing, softing,

and recalling large quantities of data.

rE - BIZMAC electronic data processing system is

ffiby RCA Camden, and delivered to the US Army Ordi-

rrlrlnnmeTankAutomotive Command in Detroit, in December'

'- Following the successful delivery of its first BIZ-

a year earlier, RCA produces a second for the New

Life lnsurance Company, and a third for the Travelers

Company, Hartford, CT. Each systems covers

square feet of floor space, is composed of 357

qEate units, and contains over 25,000 electron tubes'

G9 - With the advent of solid-state devices and after

illlfime intensive years of research in the use of transistors

M nnplement the logic of electronic data processing sys-

flbllltls. RCA introduces the RCA 50 business computer'

Gt - RCA introduces DaSpan, a digital communica-

b system that links a central computer with numerous

ffie stations via telephone or telegraph lines'

1Cl9 - Under subcontract to Western Union, RCA begins

dbrdopment of an automatic electronic data switching sys-

Mm for the US Air Force Combat Logistics Network'

The world's largest electronic brain at the time. The $5 million

system, placed into operation in October 1956, successfully

tracks over 1OO million tank and automotive spare parls in the

Army's worldwide inventory.

The BIZMAC system for Travelers lnsurance Company is'

at this time, the largest commercial, multi-computer

system in the U.S.

-O - RCA introduces the RCA 301 Computer System

lhsrnall business applications and the RCA 601 for large

ubrprises in APril.

lGl - RCA introduces the 3301 Realcom business com-

pEr. providing data processing, high-speed communications,

reeftime management control, and scientific computation'

It64 - Continuing RCA Cam-

&n leads to the intr he"Spectra

il!. a new series of iness com-

prter systems.

The world's first all-transistorized business computer'

DaSpan allows two-way computer-to-computer communi-

cations across the entire U.S., providing an efficient and

economic means to gather and sotl large volumes of data

for companies with locations scattered across the country'

Following installation of systems at five U.S. Air Force

bases in February 1963, the network is activated as the

Data Communications (DATACOM) Network, representing

the keystone in the nationwide Automatic Digital Network

(AUTODIN).

RCA expands its computer product line, following the suc-

cess of the RCA 501 (world's first) alltransistorized busi-

ness computer two Years earlier.

The first business computer to span the full range of data

handling capabilities in a single system.

The first commercial computer system to use monolithic

integrated circuits.
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SPECTRA 70/61

generation of computers. The group initially included four
compatible general-purpose computers - two of them
employing the first monolithic integrated circuits to be
used in the commercial equipment. A fifth model was
added in 1965.

Another significant trend was the growing relationship
between computers and communications - but in the
development of computer-to-computer links and in the use
of computers to increase the speed and flexibility of com-
munications.

RCA introduced several advanced terminal devices
during the 1962-1966 period for communication between
computers and users. Among them were a voice response
unit that provided spoken replies to inquiries telephoned
directly to a computer, and a self-contained video display
unit employing integrated circuitry.

At the end of 1962, the product line consisted largely of
the 301 system for medium and small business enterprises,
and the larger RCA 601 for industrial and scientific use. ln
1963, a versatile new unit, the 3301 Realcom, was added
to the line as the first computer designed to span the full
range of data handling capabilities in a single system -business data processing, high-speed communications,
real{ime management control, and scientific computation.

ln the same year, a significant adjunct to these sys-
tems was introduced in the RCA 3488 mass memory,
designed to hold several billion characters and to operate
with either the 3301 or the 301.

The Spectra 70146 was introduced in 1967 and the
large-scale Spectra 70161 two years later to serve the
growing market for remote computing systems. These two
remote computing systems were the first RCA processors

IEEE Philadelphia Section
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equipped with virtual memory (the main computer
ry could be expanded almost limiflessly through a
auxiliary devices and specially developed software).

However, BCA did not concentrate entirely on
computing. ln 1969, the company marketed a la
Spectra 70160 batch processor designed to handle
and reseruations systems, automate production
and serve data banks. The following year, RCA i

a new series of small-to-medium-class computers -RCA 2, 3, 6, and 7. Two of these new processors also
virtual memory.

Progress was also made in electronic composition
tems. The speed of the RCA Videocomp was inc
tenfold in 1968, making it possible to set the text of a
the size of War and Peace in less than an hour. Two
developments fudher enhanced its capabilities: the
to set complex line drawings and then position the
ings on a page together with text and the development
a program that enables the system to produce
photographs composed of small ideographic charactes.

ln the second half of 1971, RCA withdrew from
general-purpose computer business. Adverse
conditions, a uniquely entrenched competition, and
need for continued massive infusions of capital led to
decision by RCA.

BCA Princeton
(David Sarnoff Research Lab)

CA Laboratories' research in computer tecf
,,,,,, ;ogy dates back to the late 1940's u

research in magnetic ferrite materials led
only to'the development of shorter television tubes
larger picture area, but also to the development of
memory cores for computers.

ln 1947, the Selectron, an electrostatic storage
with a matrix of 256 small memory elements for
use, was developed. lt was the first binary digital
er memory.

Ferrite Core Memory and Dr. Rajchman.
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1950, the Laboratories built Typhoon, the world's
and most accurate electronic analog computer, for

Navy to evaluate performance of guided missiles,
ships and submarines. lt could work out a com-

idefense problem employing a theoretical guided
in one minute, a record achievement at the time.

r[c continuing work in computer memories and com-
aided by advances in materials technology and

physics, to such developments as (1) the lami-
furrite memory, the highest speed, most compact
memory ever achieved; and (2) the cryoelectric

a large-scale memory using superconductivity to
its high capacity and high-access speed.

PUTER SCIENCES
RATION

n April 1959, Roy Nutt and Fletcher Jones, both in

lheir late 20s, formed Computer Sciences Corpora-
tion with $100 and a contract from Honeywell to
a business-language compiler called FACT. For-

with United Aircraft Corp., Nutt had developed the first
accepted assembly program, called SAP, and had

a member of the small IBM team that had developed
Jones came from North American Aviation

where he had managed a divisional computer center.
Assembling a small staff of talented people, CSC soon

a reputation for innovative design and high-quality
With Nutt providing the technical direction and Jones

the marketing, the young company prospered.
its work for numerous computer manufacturers

other large computer users, CSC developed more sys-

tems software than any other computer ser-
vices company in the industry.

CSC went public in 1963, and was listed
the following year on the Pacific and American
stock exchanges, becoming the first software
company to be listed on a national exchange.
Five years later, the company again brought
new stature to the emerging software/seruices
industry by being the first software company to
be listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

CSC has transformed the $100 with which
its founders established the company into
annual revenues of $11.3 billion and approxi-
mately 90,000 employees worldwide.

CSC was built through a long and success-
ful track record in acquisition - 83 companies
have been acquired in the last 17 years, with
the latest being DynCorp. More than 57,000

experienced professionals have joined CSC through these
acquisitions, which were made to add new capabilities,
increase resources, and expand global coverage. Addition-
ally, over the years more than 26,500 experienced profes-
sionals joined CSC through outsourcing for many of the
nation's major firms, adding critical skills and competences.

ln the Tri-State area surrounding greater Philadelphia,
CSC has a strong and visible presence in Bucks, Chester,
Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia counties in PA;

in Atlantic, Burlington, Cape May, Camden, Cumberland,
Gloucester, and Salem counties in NJ; and in Delaware
and Maryland.

About 3,000 CSC employees work in these four states,
including a major portion in CSC's Federal Sector provid-
ing service and support to national, state and local gov-
ernments. Additionally, CSC provides services to many
major clients around the United States from these loca-
tions, especially in data centers in Wilmington and
Newark, Delaware.

CSC's major organizations have worked on projects
throughout the Tri-State area, from Web access center
design and implementation planning for Children's Hospi-
tal of Philadelphia to providing maintenance, repair,
improvement and operations services for all federal gov-
ernment property at the Defense Supply Center in
Philadelphia. CSC has provided remote claims processing
and MIS seruices for Christiana Care Health Plans. CSC
was also responsible for the managed care software for
lndependence Blue Cross, the region's largest health
insurer. Additionally, in the Wilmington area, E.l. DuPont
de Nemours Co. - DuPont - which has 20 strategic
business units, has been a major CSC client for years.

Recently the Army's Logistics Modernization Program
(LMP), designed and developed in Moorestown, NJ, was
deployed to several locations throughout the united States
to include Tri-State locations: the Army's Communications

- Continued on Page 40
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and Electronics command at Foft Monmouth, NJ;Tobyhanna
Army Depot in PA; and a poftion of the Army's Soldier,
Biological, and Chemical Command located in Philadelphia.

TheArmy MaterielCommand (AMC)took a giant step in
fieArmt's transformation process with this first deployment
of the LMP for the first 4,000 users in the Tri-State area and
several other locations throughout the United States.

ATIERBACH

uerbach Corporation for Science and Technolo-
gy was founded in July 1957, by lsaac L. Auer-
bach. The company's subsidiary, Auerbach

Associates, lnc., was the first computer consulting compa-
ny in the United States, if not in the world. lt was spear-
headed by Auerbach and two of his associates, Arnold B.
Shafritz and PaulWinsor lll, all of whom left the Burroughs
Defense Space and Special Projects Group, in Paoli,
wtrich they created by successfully applying advanced
computer technology to real{ime defense projects.

Auefuach Associates became world renown for its cre-
ativity and unique computer system architecture and digi-
tal communication systems design. These people were
one of the country's earliest and foremost leaders in the
application of computer technology and programming to
online, real-time systems. Examples of their innovations
can be identified in system projects such as air traffic con-
trol, airline reservations, air defense systems, store and
fonruard data communications and industrial control.

Another of the parent company's subsidiaries, Auer-
bach Publishers, lnc., was the first company dedicated to
publishing updated loose-leaf information about computer
hardware, software and systems, and the management of
computers and communications.

GESTALT, LLC

relatively new software/information systems
Qompany has been operating within the
Philadelphia Section for the past eight years

with offices in King of Prussia, PA, and Camden, NJ. The
93 employees specialize in developing middleware for
'lnteroperability." This middleware ties together legacy
systems with new systems and allows for data base col-
laboration. For the Defense Department, Gestalt ties
together multiple Command & Control systems, as well as
tying Command & Control systems to Simulations. ln
Nl,Qestt\\\ese\\e(\Nee$\es\\S\s\sr\rr(s.\\e
2(n3 IEEE Philadelphia Section Corporate !nnovation
Award, the AIAA Project of the Year Award, and the
NI}IA Enterprise lntegration Award. The USAF Electronics

IEE E Philadelp hi.a Section

- Continued from Page 39

Systems Command, credits Gestalt with saving their train-
ing budget by a factor of four through the use of their mid-
dleware. A new US Army CECOM Contract calls for
Gestalt to develop a "Coalition Translation Gateway,'
which will tie together German Command & Control and
Simulation Systems with US Army Command & Contrd
and Simulation Systems as well as the US ONESAF Sinr
ulation Test Bed. Other coalition partners will be added in
2004, and Gestalt's methodology is being proposed fr
use by the US Army for Coalition lnteroperability.

MOS TECHNOLOGY

st 1974, a team of
r in the Valley Forge

began the design
NMOS 6502 microprocessor that became the heart of the
first Personal Computers from Apple Computer and Con>
modore Business Machines. Also, this same microproces-
sor was used in the first video game machines from Atail
and Nintendo. The first samples of production chips
sold for $25 in the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco
ing the Wescon Conference held in September 1g75.

ln 1996 at the Comdex Conference in Las Vegas,
Nevada, in celebration of the 25th anniversary of the intm-
duction of the microprocessor, the 6502 was honored
the first of seven microprocessors "because they
seminal in nature and incredibly innovative for their time'-
ln short the 6502 was honored for its contribution to
lnformation Technology industry. The 6502 was the heart
two of the most valuable electronic system markets -first high volume PCs and video game systems. Two of
6502 designers, William D. Mensch, Jr. and Charles l.
dle accepted the award given to the 6502

ln addition to the 6502 microprocessor the MOS
ogy 6522 Versatile lnterface Adapter (VlA) was used as
mouse interface in the Apple Macintosh Personal

William D. Mensch, Jr., who was born in
worked at Motorola as one of the designers of the
microprocessor. He went to MOS Technology in 1

where the 6502 was designed. After leaving MOS lr
nology in 1977, Mr. Mensch went to Arizona where
worked at lntegrated Circuit Engineering, a
firm. ln 1978 he formed his own company, The
Design Center, lnc. (WDC) in Mesa, Arizona, where
created the CMOS W65C02 microprocessor, which
used in theApple llc and lle as wellas the W65C816
in the Apple llgs and Super Nintendo. Mr. Mensch
22 patents in microprocessor and microprocessor
{eSrgs. \s \$S\ asd ugirs \n \$SS, \$n . \trrensc\ sras
ored by the Microprocessor Forum as one of ten
in the microprocessor industry. He was inducted
Computer Hall of Fame in 2002.
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